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A CRITICAL STUDY OF SCRIBAL ERRORS IN THE
BOOK OF JEREMIAli IN THE LIGHT OF' THE SEPTUAGINT

INTRODUCTION

For the sake of a better understanding of the suhject for
investigation it is necessary to begin with some general remarks re
garding "The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah".

In the Hebrew Bible this

book bears the simple title "Jeremiah", indicating the subject of the
work rather than the author.
there are three possibilities.

Aa for tho author, or rather authors,

The first possibility is that some, and

perhaps most, of the book was written by Baruch at the dictation of
1
Jeremiah.
The second possibility is that parts or the book were
written by Jeremiah himself.

The third possihility is that severe.l

authors may have add ed variou8 seotions to the writings or Baruch and
Jeremiah.

Judah Beems to have been the place Where most of the book

was written, but parts

w~y

have been added in Babylon, Egypt, and again

in Palestine during the post-exilic period.

As for the date of the

book it is impossible to IlIIJlle a oertain year, for, as we have already
ind icated , the Vlork was the result of compilation.

The oall of ,Teremiah

was in the thirteenth year or the reign or Josiah or 626 B.C., but the

1. J 36.4, 28,32 (J is used as an abbreviation for Jeremiah)

(1)

2

t"irst roll was written in 604 B.C., from which the beginning of the
book may be dated.

1

The work may have been expanded and suffered change

until the first century B.C. when the Old Testament canon was closed.

2

However, most of the book was likely compl eted by about 580 B.C., ai'ter
the destruction of Jerusalem and the removal at"

Jer~.iah

to Egypt.

A little study soon reveals that the book is not in ohronological

order; it is rather arranged accordine to subjects, for it is primarily
a prophetic work.

The contents may be roughly divided into three olassesl

prophecies, Qiographical sections, and historical narratives.

A knowledge of the prooess of redaction is essential to the proper
understanding of a book like Jeremiah, and it is more important in a
research study such as this. This redaction of the book may be divided
3
into four main stages.
The t'irst stage was the nucleus of the book
contained in the original roll written by Baruch and later destroyed
4
by Jehoiakim.
The second stage was the second roll which was also
written by Baruch at the dictation of Jeremiah.

This was more than a

re-writing of the first roll; it was a larger edition. Ear, "there were
added besides unto them many like words".

5

The third stage was that

of the additions made to the sec ond roll by Baruch, Jeremiah, and likely
other soribes;

this stage was concluded at the death of Jeremiah or

1. J 1:2 cf. Streane, 'The Book of the Pro het Jeremiah to ether with
the Lamentations " (The Cambridge Bible p. l i i i .
Peake, "Jeremiah (The New-Century Bible) I p. 74.
2. of. stewart, A•• "Bible", A Diotionary of the Bible ,James Hasting,
ed. I p. 289
3. Streane, Ope cit. p. xl-xliii.
4. J 36:4, 23
5. J 36: 32

:3

shortly thereafter, perhaps about 580 B.C.

The fourth and last stage of

redact.ion was the work of the many editors and scribes who made changes
and additions until the Hebrew canon was closed.

It was in this last

stage that the book reoeived its present forms in t he Re brew and Greek
versions; and, as it was a process of severa.l

eenturies~

it involved

many hands.

In this final process of redaotion is t he problem of whether
1
or not t he MT and LXX represent ~NO d istinct redactions of Jeremiah.

This problem, hovreve !·, lies outside of the field under oonsideration,
as will shortly be explained.
It has been pointed out that this book :may b e dated from the close
of the seventh century B.C. •

Therefore the present text has been oopied

many. many times before it has come down to the present time.

The text

has naturally deteriorated like the text of any other work in this long
process of transmi ssion through the centuries.

This was more true before

the invention and use of printing, although even under modern methods
any text is like ly to also suffer deterioration.

In bain" copied and

handed dawn by many scribes and under various conditions a text may suffer
deterioration in two vmys.2
The first is external deterioration whioh is the deterioration of
the physical writing materials.

The manuscripts may disintegrate . ·through

1. MT is used as an abbreviation for the Ma ssoretic text of the Rebrew
Bible. For the explanation of "illassoratic Text" see Strach, !i.L.
"Text of the Old Testament, n ~otionary of the Bi~, James Hastings,
ed. IV. P. 729. LXX is used as an abbreviation for the Septuag int , the
Greek version of the Bible.
2. cf. Postgate J J. P . trTextual Criticisln, It Enoyclopedia Britannic~ L Four
teenth Edition, XXII p. 6-11.
--

4

dampness or mould; pages or whole seotions may be lost; the ink may
fade; they may became partly illegible !'rom muoh thumbing or soiling.
These

and more diffioulties beset the reader and copyist of anoient

nmnuscripts.
The second type 0,1' deterioration is internal. that whioh is due
tothe oopyist himself.

There are many kinds of suoh errors. some of

which ara: haplograph¥. whioh is the inadvertent omission of similar and
nearby letters or words;

dittography, which is the inadvertent repeti

tion of le'tters or words; other aberratio ooou11, such homoioteluton.
which is a mistake of the eye due to similarity in the endings of words,
phrases, or even whole seotions; confusion of simi lar lett ers or words;
transposition of letters or words.
Similar to the process of transmission is that of t ranslation,
for t he translator has all the diffioulties of the oopyist and more of
his own.

1

The only prooess of translation of interest here is that from

the Hebrew to the Breek whioh will be discussed below.
The speoifio problem that is to be oonsidered in this dissertation
arises !'ram the trllIlmnission and translation of Jeremiah.

The LXX, or

Greek version of the Old Testame,n t. was made in Egypt during the period
when Alexandria became an important center of Jewish cultllre.

It was

begun in the third oentury B. C. and was likely completed by the first

contury A.D .

2

For the m03t part the

UL~

i8 a tolerable translation of

1. Although tho translation of the LYJ( may have been made by more than one

trans lator, for the sake of oonvenienoe the singular number of the noun
will be used in this thesis.
2. of. Grieve. A.J. "Septuagint." Encyol0J;edia Britannioa ,Fourteenth ,
Edition, XX pp. 335,336.

5

the received Hebrww text, but the book of Jeremiah is the most important
exoeption to this statement.

The differences between the LXX and

~lT

of

Jeremiah are gr eater and more nQmerous than in any other book of the Old
Testament.

For example, it has been estimated that there are about 2,700

words, or one-eighth, of the MT not expressed in the LXX, and there are
a few words, about a hundred, of the LXX not expressed in the MT. 1

Ano

ther important variation is that of order, for the arrangemont of the
contents in the LlL",{ differs widely from the MT, particularly in the posi
tion of the oracles against foreign nations.

A third major type of

variation between the LXX and MT includes the many diff erences in meaning
and content.

These are found wit h varJ ing degrees of frequenc y , but t here

are some in e very chapter.
were found.

In one verse alone seven various differences

2

All of these numerous discrepancies may be olassified under three
heads:

errors of the copying prooess, errors of the process of

tr~lsla-

tion, and intentional changes made by editors, scribes, or translators.
The tlird type of difference includes those that might arise from the
fact that the LXX is a different redaction from the MT.

Of these three

only the first two are to be considered in this thesis.
The title of this treatise is

"A Critioal Study of Saribal Errors

in the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of the Septuagint" which in part
explains the purpose in view.

1. Peake, Ope cit., I
2. J 36 :32

It has already been pointed out that there

p. 65. Streane, op.cit., p. xlv.

6

has been much opportunity for errors to creep into the text beoause of
the processes of copying and of translation, therefore the purpose in
view is to study these errors by explaining how they arose and how they
can be corrected.

Since there are two verm.ons of the same book, the 1!T

and the LXX, each can be used to check a gainst the other, thus providing
a method of discovering and correcting soribal errors.

1

However, let it

be understood that the purpose of the thesis is not to produce a corrected
edition of the text of Jeremiah, which would indeed be a prodigious task.
The purpose is rather to present a method of criticism and to study the
manner in which it _y be applied to correct scribal errors in a"W similar
situation.

The use above of the term scribal errors necessarily elimi

nates those discrepanoies bot-Reen the !.IT and LXX of Jeremiah whioh arise
.from differences in redaotion or from intentional ohanges made by scribes;
the study of these errors would be a -task large encugh for a separate
treatise.
The general outline of prooedure will be to take up first the pro
cess of translation of the LXX text of Jeremiah and the errors arising
from that process.

Becond, the deterioration of the texts will be dis

cussed, by pointing out haw the LXX has deteriorated in various ways and
by taking up the several types of errors which have aaused the deteriora
-~ioD

of the H.ebrew text down to the liT.

Sinoe the interest is primarily

in the Hebrew text, the errors that have arisen in that text will be
diacussed in detail.

1. In cheoking one text against the other much usa was made of "Jeremia,
Praeparavit N. Rudolph" which is a critical edition of the Hebrew text
of Jeremiah. The apparatus criticus in this work was espeoially valuable
in detecting variations between the !AT and LXX.

c"riAPrER I

PROCESS OF TRAnSLATION OF THE TEXT
In Egypt, and particularly in Alexandria. there was a large colony
of Jews during and after the exile.

These Jews probably spoke an Egyp

tian dialeot of Aramaio until the conquests of Alexander the Great, after
whioh the spoken language changed to Greek.

As the Old Testament was

written in Hebrew, a dead language even at that date, a need arose for
a translation of the Hebrew Bible into the spoken

ton~ue

of the people

that they might more readily read it.
Tradition has it that the tr8.nslation was made at the request of
ptolemaeus Philadelphus by seventy-two Jewish scribes, f rom which the
term Septuagint and the
has no historical basis.

slli~bol

LXX are derived. This tradition, however,

The process of translation was a gradual one,

beginning first with the Pentateuch, which

~s

completed in the third

century B.C •• The translation of the Prophets and the Writings followed.
and the whole Old Testament was finished by the first century ' A. D. He
have no knawledge of those who made the translation, but they would natur
ally be Jewish scribes living in Egypt.

1

The particular point of interest here is the LXX of Jeremiah, for
it is in this book that the !IlOst marked divergence of the LL,{ fram the

1. cf. Brig~8. General Introduotion to the
pp. 188, 189.
(7)

3t~dy

of Holy Scripture,

8

M'l' is found.

To explain the reasons for this great divergence is a large

tas·lI: .. but the chief reason is that the maIluscripts from which Jeremiah
was translated were carried early into Egypt.

There is no evidence as

to the exact time when they were taken to :Egypt, but it was evidently
befcrb there ceased to be additions and changes made to the Hebrew text.
As

there was less of: a tendency on the part of Egyptian Jews to modify

the text than on the part of Falestinian or Babylonian Jews, the text
would more nearly remain in its original condition until the time of
1

translation and afterwards.

Therefore, in the LXX of Jeremiah there

is represented a different and older text of the Hebrew than is to be
found in the MT.

It is on this point that the present investigation hangs.

In order to know the extent to which the LXX may be relied upon
as a means of checking the accuracy of the MT it is necessary to dis
cuss the comparative validity of the two texts.
in this field have differed widely on this point.
has no authority as a valid text.

The various authorities
Some claim the LXX

For example, Graf writes of the LXX.

It is altogether impossible to give this new edition _
for one can scarcely call it a translation - any critical
authority, or to draw from it any conclusion as to the Hebrew
text having existed in any o·ther form from that in which we
havo it at present. 2
This position is the more remarkable since Graf began his commentary

1. cf. Davidson, A.B. "Jeremiah the Prophet," A Diotionary of the Bible,

James Hastings, ed. II p. 575.
Ryssel, V. uThe Book of Jeremiah," The Jewish Encyclopedia, Isidore
Singer, ed. VII p. 107.
2. StreQne~ op. cit., p. xiv.

9

with

Ii.

very favorable view of the LXX.

Graf in favoring the MT.

Kiel and Orelli agree with

In direct contrast to the position of Graf

is that of Worlonan ".7ho maintains that the LXX represeuits a much purer
text, and in the plaoes where the texts disagree he <has attempted to
restore the original by translating the Lr-X into liebrew.
Bleek also distinctly favor the

Movers and

1
Ul~.

The viewpoint of the majority of recent scholars is more tenable,
and this will be better Imdarstood as the discussion proceeds.
it is this:

Briefly

No general statement can be made of the comparative validity

of the MT and LXX of Jeremiah.

One cannot be

pr~ed

instead of the other

exoept in specific cases, and these must be judged individually.

Among

t hose who hold this or a s±m11ar position are Driver,2 Streane,3
Giesebrecht,

4

Kuenen and Peake.

5

In discussing the comparative validity of the two texts one phase
to be noted is the great difference in the quantity, for it has already
been stated that approximately one-eighth of the MT is no<c reprasented
in the LXX.

Some of the omissions are relatively long passages, for

example 33114-26 and 39,4-13; these must be judged individually, aocord
iug to the evidence.

On tha other hand, there are very many minor omls

sions, particularly conventional expressions such as "saith Jehovah",
whioh is omitted by the LXX sixty-four times.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A similar example is the

Peake, op.cit., I p . 65,66.
Driver, S. R. The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, p. xlix.
Streane, op. cit., p. xlv-f.
GisBebrecht, D. F. Das Buch Jeremia, p. xix-f.
Peake, op. cit., I p. 65-F.

10

proper noun Nebuohadnszzar whioh is omitted twenty-three times in
the LXX, more than half 01' the number of times that it ooours in the
MT.

In the MT the word Jehovah is orten modified by suoh epithets as

"Jehovah of hosts" or "Jehovah, the God of Israel", but these are usually
lacking in the LXX.l

It is these =.y minor phrases in the hiT which

give the reader a sense of diffuseness as he reads the text, and it is
the many omissions which make the LXX seem concise.
These omissions on the part of the LXX may be explained in two
ways.

They may have been omitted deliberately by the translator, for

there are so many omissions that it i8 not reasonable to assume tha"t they
were omitted inadvertently.

The other explanation is that these so-oalled

omissions are not in reality OIIIiss ions, but rather they were not found
in the text used by the translator.

The Hebrew text was expanded by

scribes and editors during the prooesses 01' redaotion and transmission
following the

tL~e

when the text used by the translator was taken to

Egypt or separated from that edition which finally became the MT.

There

fcre,thB LY.x was and is free from these additions which were made to the
MT.

Of these two explanations the latter will be found to be the more

reasonable.
As stated above, thera is no indication as to the precise date
when the text i'rom which the LXX was made was either carried into Egypt
or in some other way separated from the text that beoame the MT; but

1. cf. Davidson, Ope cit •• p. 574.

11

it is evident that it was prior to the ffixation of the text of Jeremiah
as i t is found in the MT.

The many additions to the MT may therefore

have been made either before or after the translation of the LXX.

The

point is that the LXX of Jeremiah, at least in the matter of many of
the additions to the MT, represents an older and therefore more trust
worthy text.

However, this does not necessarily mean that the LXX re

presents a purer or even more original text in the matter of other
differenoes.

Despi.te the fact that the U-X appears to be the older text

in certain respects it may not be a purer text.

Even i f it be regarded

as a separate and older redaotion than the MT.. it may have

80

suffered

in transrossion that it is not purer and therei'ore not to be regarded
as more original.

The most that can be said here is that the IJ(X is in

general more reliable than the MT in the matter of omissions because it
represents a text dating prior to the later expansion of the Hebrew
text.

1

Another important divergenoe of the LXX from the tiT is in the
position of the oracles against foreign nations. whioh are found in the
lIe brew in ohapters 46-51 and in the Greek version ai'ter 25:13.

The

order of the eeveral prophecies is also dii'farent in the LXX.

It is

not necessary in this thesis to discuss this difficult problem, but it
should be noticed that various authorities point to this difference as

1. of. Driver. op. cit •• p. xxiv.

Hirsch, op. cit.
Peake. op. cit., I p. 66.
Briggs. op. cit., p. 189.

12

indicating that the LXX is the more original text.

1

others do not

agree that the position end order of the oracles in the LXX are the
original but that they point to the original position and order which
were different than those of either the MT of LXX.

2

Therefor~

it oan

be said that in this case the LXX is just as valid as the MT if not

more so.

It must be admitted that there are n8ny cases where the LXX differs
from the MT because the translator was at fault.

He made many errors

unintentionally and also same intentional changes in the text as he
translated it.

In order to understand why there were so many errors made

by the translator, it is necessary to discuss the many difficulties with
which he had to contend.
In the first place, Hebrew was then,

BS

it is now, a dead language,

for Aramaic was the Semitic tongue which was spoken at that time.

The

translation of any dead language involves difficulties with unknown or
obsoure words, constructions, and idioms.
13:18 where the LXX reads "mighty ones" for

"queen" in this case.

Such a case may be found in
fl,J ::J.} which means

It is likely that the translator was not familiar

wi th this idiomatic and infrequent use of this word as me81ting "queen".

In addition to this, Jeremiah contained various historioal, geogrnphical,
and other references with whioh the translator was evidently unfamiliar.
The reason is evident,

n~~ely,

that the translator lived in a land foreign

1. e. g . Smith, G. A. Jeremiah, p. 216.
2. e. g . Peake, op. cit., II ~ p. 3-f.

13

to these references and vrith which he ....ould naturally be uufamiliar.
An example i .s the reading of "to the border of the sea" in the LXX for

the tIT "from Abarim" in 22t20.

The tra.nslator

ViaS

unfamiliar with tilt.

Abarim, although there are references to it in Nwn. 27tl2 and Deut.32t49.
and he tre.nslated the word

t:J 1:Z

'1AJ

as best he could.

In the second place, a source of difficulty for the translator was
the condition of the manuscripts from which he translated.
many cases in which the LXX represents

There are

Hebrew words which, although

different in meaming, are in general similar to the words in the laT.
There may be a difference of two or three letters within a word or of
several words within a.

pr~a"e.

In same of these cases at least it is

likely that the manuscripts were in such a bad state of preservation that
the translator we.s able to make out only SOIlle of the letters and had to
fill in the rest.
Hebrew is
sents

1.:1)

) '! Jj
\J) )

Such might have been the case in 12.17 where the
\1./ '~hear",

but the 1;[ reading for the same word repre

"turn",
a difference of two consonants.
,

In the third place, a similar source of difficulty may have arisen
frOIll the careless writing of the Hebr61f text used by the translator. In
the Hebrew language there were and are letters which are very difficult
to distinguish unless they are made carefully.

For example, in the

anoient Hebrew alphabet there were the letters

") (b) and

"'\ (r). They

are Tdth dii'ficulty distinguished by modern schole.rs when they decipher
inscri.ptions or papyri. and if they have been carelessly written, it is
almost an impossible task to decipher them in SOIlle cases.
Hebrew alphabet a like example is the similarity of

:

In the Illodern

(d) and

)

(r).

14

The text may also have had other evidences of carelessness such aG
transposition of letters and words, confusion of consonants, etc ••
In the fourth place, the translator was also troubled with the lack
of division of the consonants into words.

Therefore a given group of

letters "ould be divided into different words to give dif'ferent mean
ings.

There was also no punctuation to help the translator.

To add

to the difficulties there were contractions and abbreviations which
might easily be misunderstood unless the translator

WE5

thoroughly

understood them and the context.
In the

fif~h

place, some of the difficulties which the translator

had were peculiar to Hebrew and allied Semitio tongues.

At that time

the language was written only with oonsonants, for the vowels were sup
plied by the reader.

This was a great hindrance to an aocurate render

ing of the text, especially if the translator was not certain in supplying
t he proper vowel points.

There were cases in which different vowels

could be supplied with a given set of consonants to give different mean
ings. and each form would be correct grammatically, perlmps with equally
good meaning.

An example may be found in 2.34 where the word

,'" ~ ~ - f :-;,

was so pointed in the MT as to read "all these". but the same ..rord was
pointed by the translator to read "every oak".

In the Hebrew language

there are several letters oalled vowel letters, or they might also be
called semi-consonants, for these letters have some consonantal value.
However, they are also used to indioate which vowels are to be prefeFred.
They are the guides to help the reader supply the proper vowels to the
word , and this was more important in anoient days when the vowels were

15

not written.

Yet, these vowel letters, )) )) II / and

times not written in the manuscripts.

:1,.1

,were some

The confusion that this could

cause may be illustrated by poi ntinE out the fact that this would, in
some cases, make the singular the same as the plural.
From the foregoing it is evident that the translator would have
many difficulties, even if he were a thorough student of Hebrew and of
the content of the book of Jeremiah.

The fact is that he was not, at

least in same respects, competent for his task, and this.increased the
possibility of mis takes in his work.

In some oases he was unable to di

vide the letters into the proper words or to supply the proper vowel
letters.
here.

The example of Abarim in 22'20, as given above, also applies

Another example is in 10:9 where he fails to reoognize a preposi

1~ I ~ ~ "!'rClll Uphaz n,

tional prefix and renders

as "Mophaz".

His

grammatical equipment was deficient, for certain constructions puzzled
him, like the idiomatic use of
wae mentioned above.

171):1.

~

for "queen" in 13: 18 which

This example is also illustrative of his unfamiliarity

vd.th Hebrew vocabulary.

Beoause he was uncertain of the meaning s o.f some

words he would derive them !'rom the wrong roots.

1 J7 Y'1 is pointed to read "your wickedness"
frOOl the root

't' If ,.

Thus in 22:22 the word
in the MT, deriving it

In the LXX the inappropriate reading is "your

friend,,", showing that the trans lator so pointed the consonants as to
derive the word fram a wrong root.

i7 y 1.

If the training of the translator had been better he would not have
had

"0 much difficulty in interpreting abbreviations, contractions, and

omissions of vowel letters.

He would also have been able to correct

16

minor errors in the text, such as omissions and transpositions o£
consonants. but it appears that he was unable to do so.
been mentioned here it must be apparent that the LXX

a8

From what has
a translation

suffered greatly from the poor training of the translator. and to that
extent ·the validity of the LXX hrui been impaired.
In this connection mention should be made of the fact that the

trallslator ·...ould be

0.8

liable to make scribal errors as any soribe who

was only copying the text, perhaps more so.

These would be errors

caused by slips of the eye as he read his text and wrote the translation.
They would include such mistakes as transposi·tion, omission, duplication,
and confusion of' consonants or words.

These will be discussed as if

they were errors of the copying process, for if they are errors of the
Hebrew text there is no way of telling whether they were made by a copyist
or the translator.

HoYfeVer, if these errors were made in the Greek text,

they may be discovered, although again they may have been made by a Greek
copyist just as well ns by t he translator.

The only point to be

~Ade

here is the possibility ot' such scribal errors on the par·t of the trans
lator, for they effect the accuracy and validity of the LXX as a trans
lation.

This is all the more true since the translator was poorly

equipped for his task.
Muoh of the variation of the LXX from the AIT

0=

be explained as

made unitltentione.lly by the translator, yet it appears that to same ex
tent he waS guilty of intentionally Chang ing the text which he translated.
Earlier in the discussion the eonci.eness of the LXX was contrasted with
the diffuseness of the MT, and it was stated that this indicated that
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most of these so-called omissions were not in the
the translator.

liebre~[

text used by

However, the translator cun not be entirely aoquitted.

of deliberately simplifying; and abbreviating the text, for exa.-nple, in
1: 10 the LXX has only tiu"ee of the four synonyms for "destroy" ...nd in
1

18: 7 the LXX has only two of the three synonyms found in the !!iT.
'When the translator cume to obscure references he _. led t,o in
terpret rather than translate the text.

An excellent illustration of

this is to be found in 2: 23 where the Hebr ..." reading is

~

J

F f1 ;'the

val lay" , evidently refE!"rmg to the valley of Gehanna where bodies were
/

thrown.

,Jhen the translator came to this he rendered it as Td

7ro;t,,,"v6("O~~

"the cemetery".
ltluch of the seeming arbitrariness of the translator was re&ll.ly
caused by a different conoeption of a translation than the one which
is held today.

He was content to g;ive a rough translation, 'llld this

was !!".ore likely since h'is knowledge of Hebrew was very imperfect.

At

any rate, he is not guilty of intentionally changing the text on a large
scale.

If he had deliberately intended to abbreviate all or most of

the text he would naturally have ommitted those passages which are re
peated.

Yet of the thirty passages which are repeated in Jeremiah he

omits only savan, and there is reason to believe that these seven were
2
not in his text.
The LXX is too much like the MT to admit of widespread
changes by the translator, and where there are important differences,
such as the position and order of the or ac les on foreign nations in

1. cf. Davison,
2. Ibid.

OPe

oit., p. 574.
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46-51 or the omission of 33 :1·1-26, the evidence supports the general
trust·W"orthiness of the translator.
In concluding this discussion of the comparative validity of the

LXX and ,;T texts of J er6llliah the statement mad" above should be repeated,
namely, that no general preferenoe can be given for either one.
casas, particularly in the matter of omissions, the
tarred.

LY~

In many

is to be pre-

In many other cases, like the evident mistakes of the translator,

the LXX is clearly less reliable than the l!T.

Therefore, eaeh c!lse of

variation must be decided by itself and the preference given on the
basis of the evidence.

This also represents the opinion of the majority

of scholars on this question.

1

1. cf • .P eak, op. cit., I p. 66.
Smith lOP. cit., p. 15.

CF.APTER II

VARIATIONS DUE TO TRANSLATION
iYhen the L1-X was translated the translator first had to divide
the undivided consonants into words.

This does not neces sarily mean

that he did it deliberately, for it would be done more or less auto
nmtioally, depending upon his familiarity with the language and the
text.

Since this was the first step of the translator the variations

resulting from it will be discussed first in this chapter on the various
types of variation due to the translator.
Many of the examples of variations due to the division of oonsonants
have been complicated by other differences, such as the transposition
or confusion of consonants.

In order to simplify the procedure

~~e

pre

.sent discussion will be confined, as far as possible, to those examples
which are not so complioated.
The openL~g word of 9:6 (9:5 in the nebrew text) in the MT is

l31 ;z. VI ,"thine

inhabitation".

This word was divided by the transla

tor, adding the fi rst half to the precedi ng sent6l1oe
usury".

lJl:

::J-

WJ "turn;

The MT of this verse has suffered corruption and is difficult.

It may be translated "Thire inhabitation is in the midst of deoeit ---."
Aocording to the

IJC~

not to turn aside.

the last of v.5 and first of v.6 read, r.They crossed

Usury upon usury

consonants is superior, and

~lth

.,

•

The LXX division

o~

the

its aid a better and clearer emendation
(19)

20

mAy be made.

1

In 10:9 there is a list of rare goods from various lands, and
2
IDBntion is made in the llT of gold "from Uphaz" (
~)~). The LXX

r

translator failed to identify the initial
.. nd transliterated the complete word

0.8

con~onant

as a preposition

the proper noun "Mophaz"

/'

(jI1 .....

p.. ( ) •

Ihe LXX is evid<mtly in error, for there is no evidenoe

for the existence of suoh a place .. s "Mophaz".
In the previous chapter mention waa made of the instance in 22:20

the MT

Il J '7

'] _-:1 7'~ ,"the border of the se.... , for

II )

where the translator read

='1~, "frOll1 Abarim".

Although the LXX reading is possibly

correct the MT division of the consonants fits in better with the similar
use of Lebanon and Bashan in the same verse.

Abarim is not peculiar to

this verse, for mention of Mt. Abarim is made in Num. 27:12 and

Deut.~2:49.

There is a curious illustration of an error in the division of
the consonants in 46:15.

Moreover, this instance is not treated pro

perly in the more important English oommentaries.
in the IlT araJ' '/2 ,,,,8.way,?n.
{Tor:-

I

f7 b

J

The first three words

zy I 7--!J, "!Thy

are thy strong one s swept
..
' ~ /.(
The LXX, howeve;, has a very differ ent text, 6,~ T t G"vy G~

"A 'II ,-' ;'Why

did Apia flee from thee'''.

There ..,.e other variations

here, but the one of interest at present is the diVision of the Hebrew
word

I n D]

"swept away" into two words by the translator.

1. cf. Peake, op. cit., I p. 165.
strsane, op. cit., p. 65.

Rudolph,

vr.,

2. cf. Dan. 10 :5

Jeremiah, p. 20.

The

'4

,,;
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second of the

triO

The consonants

he translated as coming from the root

1

<:»] ,"to

flee".

r; (hp) he presumed represented the g od Apis, for

Apis is identified with au Egyptian god whose

n~me

is written in the
It is

Egyptian language with the same oonsonants (h-p) as the Hebrew.
1

pronounced Hep, Hop, Hap, or Hop(i).

The leading Eng lish commentators

fail to explain t his connection between the MT and LXX, but it did not
esoape the Germans Duhm and Giesebrecht.

2

It would be very easy for the

t r anslator to !!I8ke an error suoh as this, espeoially since the contezt
dealt with Egypt.

Some clai.'1l that the LXX is to be preferred here on

the grounds that the translator. being an Egyptian Jf!Vf', would be in a
better position to understand this prophecy which pertains to Egypt.3
A careful study of the tex-b does not uphold this claim, and the MT must
be regarded as preferable.

4

In 48:55 the MT is difficult as it now stands.

,7~ J.

may be translated "him that offereth in the high place", or,

more properly, "him thnt bringeth up in the high place."

,

the LXX: reads -'c::t.ya~&--I ;;'t1l/IAJ

~

tfi7'/

~

T OI/

The LXX re-pre
17~-2

sents a division of the snme consonants in this way,
ThuB

71/ '/b

The phrase

/>""....-<0
"
/

,"him

7

-/90),

that cometh

up to the altar" whioh represents the different division of the consonants

1. Muller, W. Max, "The Mythology of all Raoes, XII "Egyptian," p.98,162.
2. Peake, op. cit., II p. 218.
streane, op. cit., p. 266.
Driver, op. cit., p. 275.
Giesebreclrt, op. cit., p. 231.
Duhm, D.B., Das Buch Jeremia, p. 339.
3. Streane, Ope cit., p. 266.
Peake, op. cit. II p. 218.
4. Rudolph, op. cit., p. 86.
Driver, op. cit., p. 275.
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plus

17; 'I

which has been omitted by haplography from the YT.

is why the letter

I1r Yshould be

4

was placed in par entheses, for "the omitted

replaced between the letter .R and

ilmnaterial which

That

i7! 'j

was omitted.

as Streane does, that the

~

f y.

It is

There is no reason to asstune,

must be omitted to give the LXX

for the participle 'U.~A~~ ,1- 6V T "'" is exactly parra1.lel to

reading,
/7! Y.-7.

Streane failed to note the necessity of inserting the haplograph
In this case the LXX is supported by the Vulgate,
2
texts, and it is to be preferred.

,71)) 1;

Aquila, and Symmachus

The most important examples of "variation due to the division of
consonants have been given.
ing places,

5:6

8,18

Similar examples may be found in the "tollaw

16,7

20,9

31,8.

In most of such cases,

there e.re other diff'erenoes ;vhich make ita difficult task: to decide
Which manner of dividing the consonants is preforable. "Each case must
be studied in a manner similar to that which was used above before a
decision can be DJade.

In general it may be said that the MT division

is to be preferred unless there is 800d reason to support the LXX.

Those

who made the division in the MT, whether the Massoretes or other Hebrew
scholars, were better equipped for the tasle than the translator of the
LXX.

In the Hebr..... language most of the words are derived from triliteral
verb roots in such a fashion that a long list of nouns, adjectives, ~nd

1. Lac cit.

2. Rudolph, op. cit., p. 92.
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verb

~orms

may be derived

~rom

a single root.

The language is so con

structed that similar and even identical words may be derived
di~i'erent

roots with totally

di~ferent

meanings.

are identical in form although actually
meanings.
more
o~

The problem of

dif~icult be~ore

identi~ying

the use

o~

Illoreover, some roots
roots with

di~ferent

the root

~ram

o~

dif~erent

a given word was muoh

wrHten vowels, for'the distinguishing

various and similar roots largely depends on the vowels, whether writ

ten or understood.

As the translator had no vowels written in the text

which he used, he was greatly puzzled at
from which to derive certain words.

tL~es

as to the proper root

When Hebrew was a livine; languge

there was no necessity for the native Hebrew to know the
to speak; he merely learned the meanings
olassi~ying

o~

~or

in order

the various words without

them as derived from certain roots.

ter when Hebrew beca.lle a dead language,

root~

It was a

di~~erent

mat

then the Hebrew student or

translator needed to knOOY the proper roots frOlll which to derive the words
in order to aoourately understand the language.

In the LXX there are

oases in which the Greek represents Hebrew words derived from different
roots than the roots for the corresponding words as pointed in the MT.
In 2:31 the LXX rendering is "we Ylill not be ruled over" for the
MT "we are broken loose".

There is the addition of the negative, but

the important divergence is that the translator presUliled the word)) I I

7 ] '7

came from the root
"to break loose".

l'he passage makes good sen se i n either text, and t he

meaning is much the same.
be

pre~erred

"to rule over" insilead of from the r oot

instead

o~

There is no evident reason why the 4XX should

the MT.

As it is uB,u all,. better to allow the
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Hebrew text to relll8.in as it is unless there is a good reason to change
it and in a case like this no emendation of the MT should be suggested.
There is an example of variation in 1718 bJ,1Ib!chtbe LXX is clearly
superi or.

The word ~')} is so pointed in the 111' as to derive it from

t he root

07 ,1'., ,"to see".

from the root

The translator, however, took it to be

~.,' ;'to fear" and pointed i t as such.

The first part

of this verse in the MT reads. "For he shall be as a tree planted by
the water s, and that spreadeth out his roots by the river, and shall
The word "fear" is mor e appropriate in

not see when heat cometh."

this connection than "see" and is the preferred reading.
Two other examples are to be found in 17:9, 16.
U' J ~

1

In v.S the

M~

he s been pointed to mean "dangercusly sick", but in the LXX it

has been pointed to mean

"man".

I n both cases the root is written (jJJ "'-' ,

but the root in the first ease means "to be evil, to b e deadly" , whil e
the root in the second case means "to be strong".

In the MT the sen

tencs ~ead8 thus, "The heart - - desperately sick", but in the LXX it
i s "The heart - - - (it is ) the man. "

The meaning is a littl e changed

in v.l6, and t he words are slig htly different although they are from
the same roots as tho sa given above.
desired the woei'ul (

Iv))

The MT reads , "neither have I

i\' ) day·, and the LXX reads, "neither have I

desired the day of man" ( IV l )~).

1. Rudolph, Ope oit., p. 34
Peake, Op e cit., 1 p . 223
Dri ver, Op e cit., p . 100
Streane. OP e cit •• p . 100

In neither of t hese eXElJIlples is the
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LXX preferable. although in the second exrunpla the maaning of the two
texts is very similar.
day, a "woeful"dny.
frequent~y

The "day of man" v:ould refer to the judgment

In these two cases the translator chose the more

used meaning of the word, but he was in error.

The.re:iBafavorite expression of Jeremiah,

.::z.':J-6.-b I )}4,"terror
1

The translator

on every side"wh ich oocurs several times in the book.

was apparently confused as to the aotual meaning of the expression.

In

20:3 it is used as a proper noun in the MT. but the translator did not
understand it as such and att empted to translate . instead of translitera
tinge

I

The word

)}~

oame s from the root

'7 )Y •

meaning "to be

afraid", but the translator derived it from the root

II} meaning
/

"to gather" or "to dwell".

meaning n exile II or

tI

He translated with the word~ ,; ,''',

foreigner"., as a proper noun.

J{." Y-,

In v.10 of the same

ohapter the same expression: is used in the MT. but it is not used as a
proper noun.

Here the translator rendered it as a participial construc

tion. "gathering round\l.

In these cases the translator failed to recog

nize the expression as a favorite one of Jeremiah, and derived it from
a \vrong root.

In fact he translates the expression differently every

time it occurs.

The iiil.'T is again to be preferred in 22:22. although the L.XX makes
fair sense.

'Y Yi"to

The MT reads

"your wickedness,"

from the root

be evil", but the LXX "your friends" would require the word to

be derived from

1. 6:25

lJ7 Y't

20:3,10
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Y1
46:5

,ttto de s i re," "to be fri endly".

49:29

The sentence is

better as it stands in the MT. "Surely then shalt thou be ashamed and
confounded for all thy '1rickedness".
In 31: 12 the lilT

)7

n 1 ~ftogether" ,

from the root -,

united" is represented in the LXX as from the root

n

7

n

n '>0
J

be

,"to be gllld".

In the MT the phrase as it stands, "and shall flow together", is ob
scure, but the LXX makes it cleRr.

The LlC-i: agrees with the rest of the

verse, for Jeremie.h is speaking of the prosperity and happiness at the
return of "Israel".l
The above

eX~lples

of variation due to derivation from different

roots are the most important.

They will. suffice to shaw that the MT

is usually to be preferred unless there i.
favor the

LXX.

S0IIl9

pa:eticu1ar ree.son to

Other instances of variations due to roots may be found

in 2:34, 36; 9:5; and 46:15.
The system of writing Hebrew without vowels aas ,already been ex
plained, and the importance of supplying the proper vowels to the con
scnants should be aV'ident.

Therefore, the previous discussion on dividing

the consonants into words and deriving the words from roots applies also
in the discussion of variations due to vocalization.

The discussion is

therefore limited to those variations in which the consonants are the
same and only the vowels are different.
In Jeremiah there are very many minute variations between the MT
and LXX, and most of these resulted i'rCml the usint; of different pointing

1. Kamledy, J. ,An Aid to the Textual
p. 5.

Ame~dment

of the Old Testament,
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by the Massoretes and the LXX translator.

There are so mAI1y of these

that only the iillportant ones may be referred to or di scu ssed.
In the MT of 2: 20 there is the word
broken".

)J!!::Z- <!!' ,meaning

The same word is rendered "fhou hast broken"

uI haTe

in the LXX,

which r epresents a difference of only one vowel under the second from
last consonllIlt
the MT did not

JI

).

rece gni~e

In this cllse t he one who pointed this wora. in
the archaic sec end person feminine ending and
1

mistakenly pointed it as an ordinary first person singular ending .
this verse, as it stand in the

~r ,

In

the subject understood is God, "For

of old time I have broken thy yoke and burst thy bands".
deals with the rebellion of the Hebrew..

The context

Therefore the sentence is less

clear if it refers to God breaking the yoke.

If' the person is changed

to second, it becornesmore clearly a reference to the rebellion of the
Hebrews.

Gramnmtically speaking , either the MT or

either pointing is acceptable.

LY~

The LXX, however, is

is correct, and

mor~

suitable ill

2

meaning .
Reference was made in the previous chapter to a variation due to
pointing in 2: 34 .

As it is in t he KT the vers e r eads, "Also in thy

skirts is f ound the blood of the souls of the innooent poor; I have not
found it at the place of breaking in but upen all t hese . n
the last word is "Oak" representing 17

f :-:. instead

of the liT

7

~

1. Streane , Ope cit., p . 16
2. Rudolph , Op e cit., p. 4
Driver, Ope cit •• p . 10
Peake, Op e cit., I p. 95

In the L.' U

17

f ;-e .
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Again, the variation is caused by the dirrerence
the menning is quite dirrerent.

or

only one vowel, but

In either text the maning is obscure.

Presumeably "these" would rerer either to "Israel's" evil deeds or to
"skirts", but there is no acceptable explanation ir the word should be
Although Kennedy prerers the LXX, the MT pointing
1
allows a better meaning.
Again it should be noticed that there is no
pointed as "oak".

grammatical reason ror prefen'ing either one.
In the meaning of the last word of 4:31 there is a deoided differenoe
between the pointing of the MT and the LXX.

The last sentence of the

verse in the MT is, "Woe is me now, for my soul fainteth before the
murderers".
represents
vowels.

Instead of the "murderers " the UC{ reads ~the slain", lrhich

D'

k ~ I! j

instead or

D'

k ,',7/!,

difference or t hree

Either word is appropriate in the connection, but a slig ht pre

ference may be given to the MT beoause of the reference to the murderers
in v.3D, "they seek thy life".
A difference in mood may b e found in 11: 1 8 .

The hlT is "and the

Lord gave me knowledge of i til, but the LXX is, "Dh Lord, give me knOl'r
ledgo".

There are other differences here. but the one of importanoe

now is the pointing.
pointed the same \Vord

The MT reads

, ) )!.)

) f y',) '7/,7. The

for the context is all in the past tens e.

7 i i7

LXX cannot be supported,
It seems to be understood

that Jeremiah already knew the evil practi.ces

1. Op. cit., p. S
cr. stre~~e, Op e oit., p . 20
Peake, Op e cit., I p. 100

, but the translator

or

the Hebrews, hence
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the imperative is out of place.
There is no need for further discussion of variation due to dif
ferent vocalization of the same consonants.

The reasons for the varia

tions and the process of determining the correct pointing, ·~...h ere possible,
should be clear.

It remains to give a list of the more important varia

tions due to vocalization whiclJ. have not alree.dy been discussed.

The

references are classified mainly according to whether the MT or LXX is
to be preferred.

There are a. few cases in which it is impossible to

ascerta.in the preference, an.d these a.re placed in

third group.

9.

MT Preferred

LXX Preferred

Uncertain

24:6
31:2,34
37:3
41:10
48:21
50:5, 21

4:19
23:17,36,39

31: 7, 13
38: 22, 23
44:17
46:17

6:15
32.23
36:15

51:38,50

49: I, 10

50:9
52:12

Some of the divergence of the LXX from the MT was caused by the
translator's unfamiliarity with certain Hebrew words.

nis f'aulty

training as a translator of the Hebrew la.nguage has already been dis
cussed, and a conspicuous point is his inadequate knowledge of hebrew
vocabulary.

The foregoing discussions on the division of consonants.

the derivation from roots, and the vocalization of consonants are
closely allied with the present discussion of the translator's deficient
lmowledge of Hebrew vooabulary.

Althougn it is true

th~.t

the first step

of the translator would be to divide his undivided oonsonants into words,
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yet at the same time he would have to have in mind the
word he _s thus forming.

meanin~

of the

The snIIe would be true of the process of

voc alization or derivati on from roots.

In nny case, the final t e st of

a translation is whether or not the tr anslation conveys the meaning
of the origi nal lnnguage; the teclulicnl knowledge of the translator
is of less importance.

But it is in t his final test that the LXX

trans l ator of Jeremiah is f ound wanting , for he did not adequately
understand the meaning of the Hebrew text.
This deficiency of the translator is

~re

apparent in hie render

ing of proper nouns, although he also had trouble with common nouns and
other j:Rrts of speech.

As the most important variations are those of

peoper nouns they will receive the most attention in this discussion.
It can be easily understood why the translator had more difficulty with
proper nouns, for, in n language which has no cnpital letters and in
which proper nouns almost invariably have mennings as· .common nouns,
proper nouns are very difficult to identify.

The LXX translator did

one of three things when he came to a proper noun; he transliterated,
used a Greek or Egyptian proper noun, or translated.
For the most part, the tran slator rightly trnnsliterated the pr oper nouns, although there are many exceptions to this statement.

He was

hindered by the differences in Greek and Hebrew pronunoiation ••.nd he
made mistakes which are difficult to explain.

For example. in 31: 30

there is a reference to the brook Kidron, and instead of "Kidron" the
/

LXX has "Kedron" (}{t:6(' 4/o-. ) .

The mistake of one vowel is not impor

tant, but it is typical of many such slight variations. Another example is
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the LXX ''r.lophaz" for the l.IT "from Uphaz" which was mentioned above
under another t c,pic.

The translator mllst have been unfamiliar with

the proper noun, for he mistakenly transliterated the prepositional
pref ix "from" as part of the word.

In 6:1 he failed to transliterate
/

Tekoa properly. for he spells it Thekoue (8")<""'''').
may be explained , in part.

This differenoe

In the Hebrew text there is a prepositional

prefix "1:.'1." attached to the word which gives the initial consonant a
soft (th) instead of a hard (t) sound (

Y 7 P .Tl.:z.).

but that 170UJ,d not

affect the sound of the proper noun in translating it.
,;as a slip by the translator.

This evidently

The difference in the vowels may be 0.0

counted for by the fact that it is possible to point the word as in the

L[X, but it wasnot the vocalization used by the HebrGWs.

A similar ex

ample is found in the same verse, for the LXX reads "Baithacha=a" for
the Hebrew "Beth-haccher-em" ( l1i J i7 J7 ' ..:2 ).
There are a few cases where the translator used an Egyptian or
Greek pr oper noun instead of transliterating.

Thus in 2:16, 46 : 14,19

he did not transliterate the Hebrew ~oph· but use d instead the word
"Memphis".

The translator knew that "Memphis" would be more clear to

his readers, for "Noph" was evidently a colloquial Semitio or Egyptian
1
name for the oapital or lower Egypt.
In 2:18 the translator did not
transliterate the \Yord "Shihor", which here r"rers to the Nile, instead
he used " Geon"

(r

/

h

cv v ), ¥fhioh is likely derived from the word

1. cr. Streane, op. cit . , p. 14.
Peake, o p. cit., 1 p. 93.

,
y:n. .
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"earth".

l'he word "Nile" means "blue" or "dark"; the Hebrew "Shihor"

means "black" or "dark"; the LXX "Geon" has a similar meaning in the
sense of "earthy" and thus "dark" or "turbid".
There are a few examples of trans lating a Hebrew proper noun.
The LXX reading

"border of the sea" for the MT

discn ssed in the first chapter.

It

Abarim" in 22.20 was

The LXX IllIlkes quite a differenoe in

3.2, for it has "crow" instead of the MT "Arabian".

The consonants are

almost identical for either word, but it is obvious that the more ap
propriate is "Arabian".
the

~~ckedness

In this verse there is a comparison between

of the Rebrews and the Arabian who lies in wait in the

wilderness, ready to attack and rob travellers.

Another example is the

failure of the translator to recognize "Terror-on-every-side" in 20:3
as a proper noun, and, in addition, he even translated the wor d wrongly,
as was noted above.
At times the trruQslator resorted to transliterating words when
he did not understand the meaning of them.
31.21,

17) I )

,-J

J7 ,

A peculiar Hebrew l70rd in

which is usually rendered "guide posts", is

rendered in the LXX by a Greek word ( T I ~ ~ ~ I

/", v)

but having no other connection "with the Hebrew.

simi lar in sound

The MT in 46.17 reads

"Xhey cried there, Pharaoh king of Egypt is but a noise; he hath let
the appointed time pass by."

Instead of translating, the translator

transliterated the last three ">rords as a proper noun, "Saon esbeie
moed".

The Hebrew 1Tords,

7 Y I/.> i7 '7' ~ 'I i7

) /;~w
,
,

ly represented by the Greek transliteration, ::E

t:l-

The clause is difficult in the ITebrew, but the

UC~

tv).

,

6 tr

are not exact
fJ'

&1 if ~ ~ .,.,

is of no help in

/

6 •
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explaining it.
In some casas the translator felt the need of explaining rather
than j ust translating.

In 2:23

the llT "the valley" refers to the

valley of Gahenna outside of Jerusalem which waS used for burning refuse,
and

6

r?'

ome bodies of the dead -Here also thrOlYll there.
?r .

~

'-'

d'-;; S r' • ~ meaning

"the cemetery".

The LXX reads

Evidently the translator

thoug ht the h'T word too obscure and interpreted with the words "the
cemetery".

In co~menting on this verse Kent is in error in interpre

1

ting the LYJi: as reading "the p:D ce whel'e many men are burned".
tru~

It is

that the Greek word literally means "the place of many man". but

it is used as an idiom for cemetery.

Thera is also no reference to

burning in the LXX.
It is impossible to asoertain to what extent abbreviations were
used in the anoient Hebrew mnnuscripts, but there are a few dU'ferenolls
which may indicate that the translator misunderstood such abbreviations
and the omission of vowel 10tters.

In a later chapter the omission of

consonant. from the M'l' will be disoussod, but it should be noted here
that where there is a difference between t h e MT and LXX due to the omi8
sion of a vowel letter, the possibility that the letter was not written
in the text should be considered.

One example will be given here.

LXX has "as fire" instead of the MT "as a man" in 6:23.

is between

(V

~::>

and

(V

>

The differenoe

~::> , and if the vowel lett.. r was not

1. Kent. C. F. The Sermons, Epistles and Ap~calyps e s of Israel's
Prophets, p .

174.

The
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written it means that the translator failed to supply U.
It is difficult to identify aD error due to an abbreviation.
for the error may have been due to some other cause.

However. an

error in 6:11 may have been ceused by an abbreviation of the word
to

)

a e cording to Kennedy.

wrath of
1
wrath".

J ehovah~,

/1)/1)

The MT has

but the LY.ll as it stands represents

J7.-:5 17

~)~'

r "the

} J7/.> 17

"my

It is possible that there is an example of an error due to

the translator mistaking a fiebrew word fo r an abbreviation in 3'19, but
it is questionable.

Hare the MT has

, J ~50 be it, Jehovah".

I ''\'

"how" and the L,v.ll ,7) /I'

1J

,~

7) ,I.'

It is the suggestion of Rudolph that

was taken to be an abbreviation of the three liebrew words by the trans
2
lator. but it is doabtful.
other errors whioh _y be due to abbrevia
tiona are

fo~~d

in 5:7

15:14

31:7

33:9

34:19

37:4

25.26.

5

In conoluding this chapter on variations due to trans1a-bion,
it hardly need

be said that there are very many errors whioh may be

attributed to the t1!aining of the translator of the LXX of Jeremiah.
His technical knowledge of the langua ge was very deficient, likewise his
knowledge of the content of the book.

The important types of errors

have baen discussed. and a sufficient number of examples have bean given
to illustrate the oause of these errors and the process of identifying
and correcting them.

1. cf. Kennedy, op_ cit., p. 17 3 .
2. OPe cit., p. 7
3. c f. Volz, D. P. StudieD zam Text Des Jeremia, p. xi.

CHAPTER III

DETERIORATION OF THE SEPTUAGINT
This thesis is primarily conoerned with "oribal errors i.n the
MT of Jeremiah, but it is neoessary to devote a large portion of the
work to the study of the LJL\ before it is used to detect a....,d correct
errors in the MT.

The process of translation of the LXX and the errors

due to that procass have already been disoussed.

There remains only

one topio to be discussed before the scribal errors of the liT will be
treated.
If the Hebrew text has deteriorated because of scribal errors
which have crept into the text, it should be presumed that ·the Greek
text has deteriorated in a similar fashion.

Such is the case, for any

text in any language necessarily suffers deterioration in being copied
many times

~...,der

various conditions.

This thesis is not directly con

oerned with scribal errors in the LXX of Jeremiah, but, as the LYX is
to be used in checking the tiT, the comparative accuracy of the LXX
must be determined.

It is not necessary here to make a detailed a.nal

ysis of scribal errors in the Ll0C; but enough of such a study should
be made to determine the extent of such errors.
In general it may be said that the LYwY does not have nearly as
many errors as the hiT.
are manifest.

Not all of the reasons why this should be true

One reason is the difference in the lant,u.ages.

(55)

The G:reek
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language was more exact than the Hebrew , especially since the Hebrew
language had no writt.en vowels or other pointing in the t ext .

The great

advantag e that the Greek text would have ia obvious; for it would be
much easier for a Greek copyist to detect an error after it had been
made.

Another ree.son why the LXX should have fewer mistakes is t hat

it has been copied less frequently than the MT.

The sources of the MT

are older than the LXX, although this does not mean that they are older
than the Hebrew text which the LXX represents.

The MT and its sources

have then been copied more often than the LXX for two reasons' ( 1) It
is older than the

Ul'.

(2) The Hebrew Bible has been used under more

varying conditions than the Greek.

Test~~ent

The Greek Old

was used

Ohi efly in those lands which were dominated by Greek influence, but the
Hebrew Bible was used by Jews as well as by some Christians in all lands.
The various errors will be classified, as far as possible, accord
ing to their types.

There is no clear examp le of tran sposition of letters,

although Rudolph claims there is one in 8:7.
Ja: VA, '"

/ '

,
The Greek reads X

Eo "

'u

I

Rudolph suggest this is due to

6

<-<--

6)6)

v;fie ld SYlallow' or nwild swallow, but the Hebrew read.

il}Y)';llld swallow and swift".

f

8.

mistake

,

~

in oopying J"-j"I" a v for ''''-)I 0 vi'" , which he pre sume s was a trans Iitera
,
1
tion of the Hebrew I}
y . This is irnprobable, for in t hat case the

J

'''-Y

/

/

OV( '

would have to be the noun and X

<':>../

b ~-an adjective.

ill no sueh adjective, for the adjectival form is X

f-;>' .f

D

0 '

v

f 0 S

'fhere
•

An example of inadvertent add ltion of a letter may be found in
34:5.

The difference biltween the MT "they will burn" and the LXX "they

wi ll weep" is best explained as an error of the copyist in writing

37

,

J<.).4.vr"~ 7"j

for

){ '" v;""o___ T"-:'

in the same verse.

A very similar mistake was also made

Another possible example of add ition of a letter
~,

may be found in the copying of

0 T

J

,

"because" for

"why" in

T, / ,

26.9.
Two examples of hapl ography. the inadvertent omiosion of l etters,
may be g;iven.

In 2.5 there are several differenoes between the MT and
)/

the LXX, but one may b e explained as the oopying of
for

/

}< c.. T 6- (7" X. t'- 5

" rlllU " for

)'i ,,I :;,

"hold baok".
(' I

"ri8ve"

ccrXES ,

The copyist evidently copied XI"

~,

,

/

"princes" in 25 , 34.

,.

Several examples of mist akes due to a differen.ce of only one
letter aro to be found.

In 5,31 the U.x r e ads "they olapped "with the ir

hand s ) ", but the MT reads "they ruled (by thoir hands )".
an error 0 f

. g
Dopy~n

"I: 77&,)'<(,"I ,,, .:r

The Greek copyist may have Dopied

r.

.I

'

c ?T6X~e... 7.J-~

for

a. v

This represent s

,
a~ 05

va.

"people , tI for

p-a--?

,

0 J'

"tample" in 30: 18, although this would assume an unu sual meaning; for

1/a..5 •
v

u

OJ

The Hebrew ....ord here means "fortress" or "palaoe".

Usually

is confined to the meaning "temple", a lthough strictly speaking it

may r efer to any "dwelling place".

ITI ,

"again" is found in 31,4.

A differenoe of

c...",
T

o

r

"because

I,

J:>

J.

or

In this verse ther e are two clauses

.1/

whi ch should both begin with

671

according to the MT, but in the LXX
~

the first of the two clauses be gins with
mj.etake is

T>; 5 '

Uthe" for

)I>J5 ,

0 7,

by error.

"land" in 48:35.

i , in the MT, b ut in the L[[ it must be supplied.
f ound in 4 9 :37

Wh&l"'" "ijvil~

Another oopyist's

The word for " land"

A s imilar case is

/

or "evUs ". X a.X a . is in the M'l' but not in

the LXX, end i t must be supplied to comp lete the thought.

I nst ead the
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preposition K'" T
MT.

,
«- ,

"with", appears. which is not represented in the

An error of one letter may have oocured in 50:15, but it ie only a

possibility.

The lilT has "shout" a8 ti'..e first word 01' the ""rue. but

the LXX has "prevail against", X "-7"- 7-<- I' ... 7

n

~A

T<5-

•

The LXX reading
-'

may have arisen from en error in copying

.K-<7 ..

1{f''' TntraJ" . The dU'

fiuulty is 'that this word is usually used j,n the LXX to mean "applElud
lauding ", and it is hardly more than a possibility that it was used to
render thl>?iT "shout" in this v erse .

l

An example silllila,. to that found

in 30,18 is the mistake of A. ... o,,~ for

however, the

p tkdv

v

"'0':: in 51:11.

In this cl>.se,

exact.ly represents the Hebrew "t<lI!lple" which the

copyist mistakenly copied as "people".
Many of the differences between the MT and the LXX which seem. to
be due to changes llJ8.de in the l,xx after translE.t.ion are difterences of
several letters.

It was by no means unccrnmon for a copyist to make a

mistake of several letters, especially when there were two words of simi
l&r appearanoe or sound.

In the examples given b e l ow the MT is

under~

stood to be more valid than the LXX, and the probnble explanation of the
LXX variation from the MT 18 given.

Bowever, the explanations should be

regarded as sug gestive rather thsr. final.

There is not enough evidence

to state dogll11\tically that sueh an error arose in a oertedn way. and the
same statement applies to any type of error within the I..u which has been
discussed .

For the sake of brevity and simplification the example s wi ll

be given in tabuler form.

In tho first column are the supposedly inoorrect

L. cf. Rudolph, op. cit., p. 97.
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LXX words and in the second column the suggested original word. which
represent the corresponding terms in the MT and from which the present
LXX words u y have been derived.
Suggested incorreot words in the LXX
9.22

17:26
25,2~

,'

}'will be"

Co'.- -r",1
,..,<A &<: ....v

v

I.f.;
)

Suggested original words in the lIT
7(-6- """;) vT ...

..,..-t.<...OIt.v4-a,..-l

"manna"

/3 v-" f

(proper noun)

'- fr.-5
/

25: 37

~

./

trt:- A 6-v

31 .21

-'

36.24

~

W? d u 5

1"}(" '-I ... v >

,

.) / '

It

e- tr"

"

" , / , - "<--.$

(proper noun)

IE-f

A

E >? T." rt<-v>" s ought "

E

J..v

"-(3 " '" / "mountU

)(.:1

,.,.9" ITt'''''' "will
-'

~

";...'4..

/'

f .. <r7 "

)

X /5,["-7''''-

48:17

> /
E J< 6 " , G

X .. "

~ ~T6

/

(J .., r<,

-'

"handle"

:3

7",S "will be burnt

n

/'

~hornsn

)<

e- ,.. "'--' "'- -," jare II
-'

"utter"
-'

6 (" 4.x 0 V I E J

"'--":were afraid "

/'

"-v ... ). ...

be oalled "

tr'

/

48 :12

60 : 18

/ ways "

/'

/

46 .19

"will be"

<-7,," , ~

>"

"shoulders "{ '!)

/

48.9

2

~

<"'V- ,,,,"will go

,/,

36::3

/'

~"'T4" "~""-TA.1tabod8s"

J< a:.:' ec.). "17."" 4. ~remnant6 n

30:20£0,

"will fall"

I -'

IS- ,

J"serpents

/

6 () reS

ttknow"

.>

J/'
It

(tJI..;:,x

0 '"'

r6J

"leaders"

4

./

\

52 :24

T~

<

o b

/
0 -

"the way

;>

"

r

\
0

~/

v

() E. 0 "::.

1. l'rano llterat i on of' the Hebrew "offering" .
2. or " r e sting plf.cEls" (Hebrew. "folds")
3. or "hold up"
4. Hebr ew "he-goats". used t or leaders". of. Is. 14.9.
6. "the threshold" or "the door" .

"the threshold II

6
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I n a ddit ion to t he above examples of -the various types of variationa
of the LXX from the MT due to d eterioration of

t~B

LXX, similar types

of' errors may be found in the following referen .c ea , but they are obscure
and difficult to explain. 1510; 23:27; 25.10, 23:37,

~1113:

29.25,27;

19, 35; 32:24; 45:3; 48:17, 26; 49.21, 25, 38; 51:32, 34, 52.19.
In general, the errors within the LXX may be said to have been due
to two factors, the human element and the physical conditiOll of the
u scri pts.

lnBll

In same cases the copyist was careless in his work and made

various mistakes of eye or e&r .

In other cases the copyist .as handi

capped by the illegibility of the manusoript.

SODle of the letters and

even whole words were blurred fi'0lII ma.ny causes, suoh as much thumbing,
fading of ink, or actual dieintegro.tion of the parc hment or papy:ri.

In

these oalles the copyi st had to reconstruct the words as well as he could.
In concluding this chapter. it may be said t hat . although there are
many errors within the LXX, it has come down to the present age in good
oondition.

The errors are no more than tho se which ar 8 to be expected

in a text as old

!IS

the LXX,

It is certain toot the LXX has been kept

in a better condition than the MT, for, as will be seen later, t here are
far more scribal errors in the MT than in the UC{.

CHAPTER IV

ERRQRS OF CONFUSION
The previous chapters o£ this t he s is have been somewhat intro
duc'~ory

c~itical

in chara cter , £or the subject proper ot: this thesis,

'~he

study at: the scribal errors in the book of J er«miah, i s dis

cussed in this and the remaining three chapters.
di sDuss the LXX ot: Jeremiah

~th

It

_IS

neoessary to

same detail in order t o understand

pr operly its relation to the },IT, its validity a s c ompared with the
MT, a.nd the manner in whiQh it may be used to oheck agai nst errors
in the MT.

The scribal errors in the MT may be ola s sit:ied aocording

to the type ot: variation, depending on whether they were due to con
fusion, transposition, addition, or omission of consonants or words.
The term confusion is here used in the sense of copying by mis
t ake , one letter t:cr another, although in the srune posltion.

There

are two r easons why letters and words may be confused in the proces s
of copying a text.

These reasons are the

s~~e

as those mentioned in

the preceding chapter in connection with the deterioration of the LXX,
name ly, the errors ware due either to the deteriorati.on ot: t he writing
materials or to the element of personal fallibility on the par'c of the
copyist.

The liabil!ty of the scribe to el'r in his copying i.ncrea sed

in proportion to the deteriorati on of the manuscripts .

This

W'IIS

par

ticularly true oJ." those oases in which some of the lethr3 were entirely

(41)
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obliterated, for he would have to fill in the missing letters aeoord
ing to the oontext.

Even vrhen the seribe oopied from a perfeet text

he was liable to make mistakes in copying
were similar in form or sound.

oonson~~tB

or words whiah

Moreover, he seems to have made mis

takes where little or no similarity is apparent.

Most of t."le confusion

was due to similarity in form, but some of it WaS alBo due to simila

rity i n sound, for, as the soribe copied the text, he might think of
the sound as well as the appearo.noe of what he was oopying.

In addi

tion, it seem. that occasionally a soribe would read the text a loud
as another wrote the copy, whioh would provide opportunity for errors
due to similarity in sound to oreep into the text.
There are oases of eonfusion of vowel letters whioh may have
been due either to simUarity in sound or form or to the fact that
1
the vowel letters were not e.l...1l.Ys wrl tten.
The most common of' these
_ a the oonfusion of

)

and

•

The difference in meaning caused

by the confusion of these two letters may be little or muoh.
21: 6

the LXX represents

)J7/.»

for the MT

)J7~

Thus in

, • but the difference

in meaning is only the addition. of "and" to the word as it is t .ranslated
in the

Lxx.

In this osse the

is aoceptable.
change of"

>

appropriate.

differ~nce

is so slight that either text

In a similar instance in 50:8 the LXX represents a

to

)

, but in t his case the meaning of the MT i8 more

It might be noted here that in those cases in which the

Mt is to be preferred it is presumed that the error arose in the ·text
--------~---------.--------~

1. of. Streane, Ope cit. p. 14
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,

from whi ch the LXX was made after it becsme separated from that text
whioh beoame the MT.

When the LXX i6 prererred it

implie~

that the

er r or c r ept into t he text which became the MT after it was s epa r ated
from that text from which the LXX

waB

instanoe of the confusion of ) and

made.
)

MT is muoh better. for instead of the MT

t) n,

"sand".

In 46:22 there is an

in whioh the me9.Iling of the

f ' f1 "army",

the LY.x has

The LXX is to be preferred in the other e%&mple s of
)

the confusion of

end

which may be f ound in 31:3; 50:6: and

51 :58.
There are three e.xllJ1lp les of the oonfusion of

1 and

,7.

In

2:24 ·tha LXX reading represents a oor rect ion i n a suffi x from

17 , changing the pronoun from " h is" to "her".

to

There is no doubt of

t he validity of the LXX in this case for it is support ed by several
1
other Hebr_ manuscript s and by the MT marginal readin.g.
There are
two more examples of the confusion of

} and

,7

in 49:8 and 51 :28

in which no preference may be given.
There are

~~o

examples or the confusion of

,7 and

~

In

•

32 : 25 the MT r eading is more appropr iate in the context but in 26:20
the LXX is superior t o the MT.
In 31:5 is the only example of the confusion of
The !.It

}) n ,

than the LYJl

,7

and

17

•

"profane" or "enjoy" is more appropriate in thi s verse

1)/7 "praise".
>

Several of the consonant letters were confused more than once ,

1. Rudolph, Op e oit., p . 4.
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as has already beell noticed, but the cOll.1'usi on of

I

found so frequently that it merits special attent ion.

an d

'I is

There a r c

thirteen inst ance s of the confus i on of these consonants, and t he r e a
son for such fr equent oOnfusion is not hard to find, for tho two lett ers ar e similar in t he modern Hebrew alphabet as well a" in the a.nc1ent
Semetio alphabets .

The similarity i. readily discernible

lous ways of writing the srune two letters, , - ,\ ,
difference ouch confusion
IoIt has

n~y

0...-

7.

three var
1
A,-;1, The

ill

make can be seen in 2:16 in which the

l) 'II' ,"they have broken thee", b ut the LXX r epre sents

ll 'l "lJ,

"they have known thee" .

In this case the LXX is supe rior,

f or t he f igure of breeJcing "the crown of the head" as it stands in the
MT is too strong for this passage, and the IZl lends a snoother re ading .
The other oacurences of the oonfusion of I

and

'I

are similar to this

example a nd may be c l assified as follows .
Confusion of the letters ., and
Mt Preferred

LXX Preferred

15:12
31:37
32:59
40 : 1

3:15
5:7
6:18

I .
Uncertain

8:14
13.25
48:12
48:30

4 7:5

Some l etters lmro confused more than ;:>!lee 3Jld many more only
onoe , but there ie no nee d of di soussing them .

The prooess of deter

mining t he preferred reading is similar to that used above in the

1 . Kautz sch, E. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammer ,
Semiti o alphabetsj

p . x. (Table or early
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discllss10n of the confusion of I
on

8Il

and "\, for the decision de pends

exami nation of the cont ext and other evi denoe .

110st of t hese

l etters which were confused have little similarity in appearanoe to
explain t he cause of variat ion.

Therefore, in such oase s i t 18 likely

t hat the manuscript s had so deteriorated that the lette r wa s either
very obEcur" or oblitElrated.

However. it is also possible that the

copyist would confuse distinct letters although t hey had little or no
similarity.

'fher., are

II

fevr letters which had Bome similarity in the

ancient Semitic alphabets although little or none in the present Hebrew
alphabet .

These ar" J

the confusion of

~

8Ild

and

~

~ •

.J and "] ,

-2 and

'5.

1

Moreover ,

may be partly explained through simila

rity of sound or through phonetic ohange .
1ika either n·v" or Itb"; the letter 5

2

The letter

.l

may

may sound li ke either

80llD,d

"p" or

"r".
The r emaining oases of confusion of letters have been studied,
and the results are given below.

Each case has been studied by itself

and the preference given to the WI, the LX.X, or neither, depending on
the most appropriat e meani ng or other evidence .
whioh were confused are given a s
of text.

well.as~where

The Hebrew l etters
possible7 the preference

The first table contains those examples which ooourred more

than once and the second table those whioh occurred only once.

1 . Ibid.

2. Brockelmann , C.

"Semitisohe Sprachwissenschaft" p. 66
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Letters confused more t han once.
L.",!:X Preferred

J.!t Preferred

-:1-, -6 20: 1'7
~,J7 3:8
21:12

Unoertain

::J...,.o 25:9

n,.11 28:10

",J7

44.2

~,) 25:31

31;39
), -0 30.8

::>, --0 48.32

~, ) 11.10
49.2
~,'J

/,;,) 31. I

47.5

4-, '3 25.29

3.22

, , J7 3.21
7:29

Letters confused only once
Mt Preferred
I ,

:>

12.2
22:15
::1.. J 23: 9
:J.. y31:9
:L, y 31:32
.7)36:23
1.J144 :33
Y,) 4 8 .27

LXX Preferred
~,

n . .,

1 2:12
3:4
).:J 31:7

:}, } 1.18

..c. <5

J, J7

I,

Uneerte.in

4:21

) , Tl14:21
L'15.11
o,l> 33: 5
~J (JI 41.8

p 31: 18

1, i 3].:39
i7,:)44:10

i'/, f 4 8 : 22
T,~(;l:S9

Many cases of difference between the MT and the LXX rt'lpre sent
var iations of more than one letter within a word although the tv,o word.
thus dii'i'erentie.ted in the two texts muy be aimile.r in other letters.
The reasons i'or these variations WAre diso ll ssed in the opening of' this
ehe.pter. but it should be noted here that the greater the variation in
the word or words the greater is the
deteri orated in that plaae.

likGl~hood

that the manu soript

It is more likely that differences of
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Beveral letters were caused by physica l deterioration of t he manus or1pt s

than by the oopyi st, for it is not very pTobe.ble t hat a copyist would
be so careless .

Yet it is possib le that copyists made mi stake s of

several letter s •.no e"en of more than one word in copyinr; a perf ectly
distinot text.

The gene ral similarity of the varyin g wor d s

D~y

be a

Similar i ty of sound, b ut more fr equent ly it is a s imilarity of appearance.

In many cases the difference i s not confined simply to confu si on
of letters , alt hough this is the chief sour ce of vari ation, for other
diff erences are frequentl y present , sueh as the omisllion, addition ,

A few examples will b e given to 111us

or t ran spo sition of letters.
trate theee points .

The MT of 2,6 reads
the L1iX represents ,71 I

J7).-:I

1y)

J ~ )- )-,nand

,"and the shadow of death" , but

unfruitful n.

In this case it is

uncerlain which is to be preferred. for ai ther word iE appropriate
Smithl and Rudolph 2her., prei'er t h e LXX, and t h e Syri ao

in. the context.

als o supports the L/X.

3

Pelike. however, claims that this 80M other
4,

v8oriations in this "erBe in the UX would spoil the meter .
instance t here is general

8i~milarity

of t he letters

~

i

and

have simil80r s ound s .

1.

OPe cit. , p. 92 ..
2. Ope cit., p. 2.
13 . Ibid.•
4. Ope c,i t., I p. 89.

,

In thi s

of form Rnd al so of s ound i n two

for the lette.r s ue both dentals and

4'T

In 20:8 the MT
LYJ\

8.S

fore

~

r f7

(j) ~ J

P YT~;'I shall cry out", is rep r esented by the

ttl shal l le,ugh".

'l'he context is obscu.re here; thera

neither word may be definitely preferred.

prefers the

~XX .

1

Ther e is als o

for W i s similar to

J.'

T

..

sOIlle

Skinner J hovrever J

simils.rity of sound in this cas e ,

It is easy to

$66 h.OW"

the manvscript JJlf.t.y

have bee.n s o poorly preserve d in this spot that the two middle letters

were obliterated or very indistinct; consequently, the copyist would
have only the first and last letters with which to reconstruct the word •
.An example of more than one type of difference within

8.

"Word may

be fotmd in 6:19 in which the lilT 17Jil, lj) n/)~of their thoughts" , is
r euresented
in the LXX to be 1111 :r H,v~ "of their backturniIl"".
...
,-.
...

~,

The LXX

reading fits ill well with the i dee. of the rebelliousness of the people
c ontFlined in the context e.nd should be preferr ed.

2

In this case there

is a t.ranspositi cn of onB letter and the 9.ddit.ion of 8."lother letter to

the MT.
Froceallre simIlar to that used above was applied in the study of
the :foll ovring ease s in which there are variati ons of !D.ore than one let

tel', s.ltholl[,;h there is genera l similarity betvmen the two ve.rying words .
As in the tables given above. the preferred tex.t i s ind.icated where
i t is possible to do so.

1. Skinner, John , Prophecy and Religion , Studies in the Life of'
Jeremiah," p . 207.
2. cf. Peake, or. cit. , I p . 143
Driv er, Ope oit . , p. 37
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Variations of .everal consonants within simi1e.T words

yt Preferred
9:17
14:9
11 19
22:5
25: 33
26 : 23
27:6
29:32
30:18
31:1S

31:21
31:23
32134
32:37
33:4
37:7
41:1
41:5
42:4
46: 26 49:2
50:24

50:34
50:42
50:44
51:13
51:26
51:27
52:S

LXX

Freferred

Uncertain

3:1
9:10
25134
29:7
29114
31:9
32:43
33:2
S6:2
3'7:16
36:26

4:22
9:2
9.21

12 .17
25 :9
25 .15
29 .32
30. 5
30117
31.4
31:12
31119
31.20
32:28
32:29
32:36
3316

40.5

4O:S
4211
42120
43110
46:9
46:25
47:5
46:4
50:6
50:11
50:17
51:30

35.4

36:12
37:4

37.14
37:17
3811
42:12
44:10
46:7
46.14
48:2
49:19
49:26
49132

51:56

51:9
51:58

In addition to the variation of letter. within a single word
t here are numerous exwlples of differenoes within severnl word., 8,1
though the words have a general similarity.

These variations are

characterized by confusion, omiSSion, addition and transpos ition of
letters, although the general appearance or sound of the words
similar.

These variations are disoussed here rather

tp~n

w~y

be

in one of
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the subsequent chapters because the ohief differenoe is in the confu
sion of l etters.

I f there is a differenoe of several words , it probably

implies a large degree of deterioration of the manuscripts, f or it is
not likely that a copyist would make an error of several words.

Yet

such scribal errors are possible, espec i ally if the scribe was very
oareless.
In 6 .6 the MT mAy be translated "this is the city t o be vis ited;"
but the LXX reads "0 oity of fe.lsehood".

The MT and the Hebrew lrilioh

the LXX repre8ents are plaoed parallel in order t hat the similarity may
more readily be seenl

1 p':! ;7

'f ' Yi7

,)pw "7

'f>y

:v.'''7 • "this io the city to be vis ited. "(m )
JJ 1/ , "0 cit y of fal sehood ." (LXX)

The LXX gives a ulUch better meaning here, and it is preferred by many
commentators.

I

The examp le below is found in 13:19.

In this case the LXX i 8

olearly t he original text , for the Hebrew of the llT is doubtful .

2

Moreover, the LXX is supported by othe r texts, suoh as the Syriac and
VUlgate.

:3

The i nitial

17 is evidently a dittograph from the preoeding

word.

1l'-6/jUJ
17~

f

~

J7/f
/7 f f

17

~"it is

wholly carried sl$y captive ." (14T )

,"an elll;l.re captivity."

( LXX)

It 1s unoertain whi ch text is to be preferred i n t he inst anoe found

1. Rudolph, OPe oi t ., p. 13.
Smith, OPe cit., p . 127
Driver , Ope cit. , p. 34
Peake , OPe cit. , I, p.139.

2. Driver, Ope cit., p . SO.
Penke, Op e cit . , I, p.129 .
2. Rudolph, Ope oit., p .27 .

60

in 15:16, although Skinner prefers the LXX.1

The Hebrew is doubtful

in t he IlT, but the LXX is little i t any better.

:z

The LXX conneots the

first two words with the olose of v.15, beginning v.IS with "Consume

them" •

lJ P :11)

l'i:2l

JJl:! ; l'i.2i

) ~ 5'/.5 J

~' l'hy

, 5' ~ J -1!

"from those who set at nought
'thy words. Con sume them "(LXX).

words were found and
I did eat them" (Mt) .

Th e remaining examples of variations of several words with general
simi larity are given below . classified as far as possible accor ding to
the preference of text.
Variations within mor e than one word with general similarity
llt Preferred
25:4
25.5
25.9
28: 7
30,16
30.17
31:1
31.8
34:10
49:9
50:15
50:2 6
52 :34

LXX Preferred

Unoert ain

6:18

712~

11:11

25:6
28.1
38 .27
36:22
60 :26

13:12
23: 29
23 '32
23: 33
29 :36
34'2
34.19
41:6
41.9
44.25
48.9

In this chapter on the confusion of consonants and wor ds the various
types of variation have been discussed. First. the c•.ses of ()onfusion of
single consonants were studied .

Second, there waS the discussion of the

confusion of mOTe than one consonant within a single word. Third. the
1 . Skinner, op. cit., p . 204
2. cf. Rudloph, op. cit., p. 31, Streane. op. cit., p. 100.
Penke, op. cit ., I p. 212
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oaaes of variations due t o differences within several words but with
general similarity were dealt with.

Example s have been disoussed to

lllustrate the method of prooedure in explaining and oorreoti ng t he errors,
and the remaining oases have been ola•• liied a8 far as possible accord

ing to whioh text is to be preferred.

CHAPTER V

ERRORS OF TRANSPOSITION
In the previous o.h &pter there was a discussion, of those scrl,bal

errors which have arisen beoause of the confusion of oonsonants within
one or more words.

The next type of error to be discussed is that of

errors due to the transposition of consonants within a word.

By trans

position is meant the misplacement of one or more letters in the copying
process.

Transposition is usually in the form of the interchanging of two

adjaoent consonats, although consonants may be misplaced a distanoe of
more than one letter.

The explanation of such misplacement of l etters is

t he same aa that given in the previous ohapter and should be kept in mind
here, nrunely, that the acribal errors were due either to the deterioration
of the manuscripts or to the fallibility of the copyist.
The transpostion of oonsonants is found to be the least frequent
of the four types of error, and the reason for this is obvious.

A copy

ist would be less likely to misplace letters as he copied because such
errors would be mor e easil y detected than errors due to the confusion,
omission, or addition of letter s _ The misplacement of a consonant
greatly affects the appearanoe, sound, and

meani~g

of the word, much

more so than when a letter is confused, omitted, or added.

AJ.though

there are not many i nstances of errors due to the transposition of con
sonants, yet a chapter should be devoted to them since they represent
( 52)
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a distinct type of soribal error.
In 2,15 there is an example of the int erchanging of two consonants.
The MT mAy be translated thus. "and they have made his land waste, his
cities are burned up, without inhabitant".
the LXX has

"are broken down", repres enting

,7 .J7 ~) (MT).

corrected to

instead of "are burned up "

The present MT reading of

1

~.n:J (LXX) for

,7 .J7 S' J

should be

).n y ;; , making it more similar in the ending to th"

LXX.I Alt hough the LXX i ,8 supported here by the Syriac and the VUl gate
texts and also by four Hebrew manuscripts, there is no reason to pr e fer
it rather t han the

Mr, for the meaning of either is appropriate her e. 2

!&ere is a similar example, involving the same two words , in 4126
in which the LXX has
"are broken down".

).J7 y y

,"are burned up" for the

r.rr

t ~ Jl Y

In this case, however, 'the U:X reading is more fit

ting in t he context and is supported by sixte en of the Hebrew manu8cr i pts,
3
therefore it is to be preferr"d .
It is tutcerte,in whether or not there is an example in 1214, where
the M'l' has i7

1 OJ 17 -} :>

.:z (j) 'I)

but the LXX

i77 W 17

:J. IJI

,"and the herbs of the ..mole country "

Y - f ;) ) • "and, all herbs of the country".

If this variation is to be explain ed as an error of mispl acement, it i e

una'Ual, for it is unlikely that a copyist would make an error s o bbv1oU6 .
The errors of transposition are usually misplacement s of a singl e c on
s onant or the interchanging o:f two consonants.
1. Rudolph, op. cit •• p . 3
2. Ibid.
3. I bi d., p. 9 . cf. Kennedy . op . cit., p . 101.

It may be possihle that
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the tnna lator mistakenly read ,7( J , taking the

.7 f::>

lowing word, and trented
The word
man for

tJ

,7 from the 1'01

as a modif'ier of the preceding ....ord.

cannot be llsed to lllodif'y e. preceding word, nor is it com

17;) to be

80

used.

In this case there is no basis f'or judg

ment other than the appropriateness of meaning, and in either text the
passage gives a fitting meaning.
There seems to be little doubt that the

IJ~

discloses a scribal

error in 22: 2:5 where the present MT has two consonants whioh have bean
interchanged.

The 14T reads

,)7)

f7 J , "though shalt be pHied" , but

J). n

the LXX indicates the reading,

)

J

"thou shalt groan".

Here the

LXX gives a better and more nearly correat meaning since it is supported
by the Syriac and

V~lgate

texts and also by some modern authorities.

Two very similar examples of the interchanging of
f'ound.

In 30:7 the MT has

"woe", but the LXX reading is

) ) 17

9

"they were" which Rudolph prefer8.~
"they were" and t ?lC LXX has

J

and

}

) are
) > 17,

In 51:2 hmvever, tho MT has)

i7, "woe".

1

'/7

~

The word is likely eor

rupt in aither taxt, for a different and prel'erablo reading is given by
the Syriac and Vulgate texts.

3

In this instance, therelore , neither

tho !AT nor L,U may be cited o.s preferablo.
There is little difference in meaning

1. Rudolph, op .. cit'.

J

p. 43

Stros.ne, op. cit., p. 135
Peake, Ope cit., I p. 258

2. Elp. o1t.,p. 58
3. Ibid., p. 100.

bet\~en

the NT

and LXX in
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35'5 wher e -the M'l'

y ) .2.

y -2 Y,,"b OWls"

[/)

y,"goblet".

is r epres(lnted in the LXX to be

Either word makos equa lly s ood sense here , and

there is no other evidence as to which text is tobe preferred.
tra consonant --0

The ex

in the Xl! text may be explained either as a hapl ograph,

in the case of LXX, or as a d:lttograph, in the case of the MT. for the
following word begins with

--6

•

A change of the person of a Terb i8 indicated by the LXX in 43,12.
f or i t has

J7' Y /7>"h<'l

wi ll kindle".

will kindle" instead of the

]..,x

'J7 Y

17

~

"I

The context calls for the LXX reading, f or the other

verba in the sentence are in the third person. which makes e. first per
son in this verb inappropriate.
t9XtS here agree with the LXX.

Furthermore, tho Syriac and Vulgate

1.

The LXX is likely in error in 50= 7 where it has
them a lone" for the Mt lJ Cj}

,"Ii.]

,nan not guilty".

1) ~(j)] ,

"leave

Although either text

i. appropriate here , the MT is a little more fitting.
The remaining examples of the transposi-tion of cons onants whi ch
have not been discussed are of a similar nature, althoubh in soms oases
the worda oontain other scribal errors which complicate their tr eatmant.
A study of these remaining instances of transposition of oonsonants re
veals that the lJ!T is preferable in 31:37; 42.17 and 50:32, the LXX is
pr eferable in 9:2 and 12:': and neither text is preferablo! in 23'28 and
31:36.

1. Rudol ph , op. eH., p. 83
cf. Peake , "p. cit., II p. 199.
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In t his chapter those scribal errors wer e discussed which
chara cterized by the transpos ition of one or mora consonants.

ar~

It was

pointed out that this type of error is the least f'requant. mainly be
causa t he misp l aoement of a letter so greatly cht\Ilges the appearance ,
sound, or meani ng; of a word that H is easily noted.

Usually this mls

plo.aoment is in the form of the interchang ing of t wo adjo.oent l etters
a l t hough a letter or letter. may be misplaced a distance of s everal
letters .

As i n the previous chapter. the preference of text was in

dicated whenever the context or other evidence provided a oasi 3 t or
judgxnent.

•
CHAPTER VI

ERRORS OF OYlSSION

In t he two preceding ohapters the scribal errors due to t he con
tusion and t he transposition of consonants were discussed.
ehapter the error s due to the omission of letters

~d

In this

words will be

diacuesed, which will leave one more class of errors, the additi on of
letters and words, for the fina l ohapter .
lIany of the variations between the

},IX

and t he LXX are the result

of addi t i ons to or omission s from one text or t he other .

In the intro

duction of this thesis the faot was mentioned that t here ar e very llIIIny
words in the MT which are not represented in the LXX, but it wao also
pointed out that this fact 18 ohi efly due to t he pr ooesses of redaotion

and expansion of the

},IX

rather than t o a ny process of abbreviation in

the LXX, eith er int entionally or unintentionally .

However, there are

many err ors of omi s s ion or addition on t he part of both texts which may
be termed soribal errors .

In this chapter t he omission of sin gl e con

sonants in both texts will be disoussed firstJ the amissi on of worda from
the LXX due to t he similarity in the beginning of the passage will be
discussed seoond; the omission of wor da fram the LXX due to similarity
in the ending of th e pas sage wi ll be disoussed third; t he omission of
a few words from the UT will be discussed f ourth.
It was easy for t he copyist to skip over one or more letters a8

(57)
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he oopied. t he text, espeoially i f the manuscri pt W8.8 poor ly written or
badly preser ved.

Here . as in the preceding chapter s . t he same t ll'O rell-

Gons for scr i bal errors are found, namely , persona l fallibility on the
part of the scribe aud the deterioration of tao msnu scripts .
t er.. omitted ar e fre quent l y s imilar to

Or

The lot

iden t ical with adjacent

losti;ers, although in soma ca ses no similarity i s apparent.

In the £01

lOll'illg di s cu3 s ion the enors wi ll be elass if ied 1n the order ment i oned
above and a c cording to lI'hether they are omissi ons from the MT or fram
the LYX.
A simp le example may be found in 4 : 10 lI'hera t he ""ord " sword" hns

the .. rticle ( ,7 ) with

_6

it;

in the LXX but n ot i n t he MT.

l ikely omitted by mistake beeause the last letter of

Thi.s lat hr

the preoedi:o.g

....ord is al so ,7 , for H 1s particu larly easy to ski p over ona of two

adj acent and ident ical l ettars.
vartent omis si on from t he 111'1 '.

The

,7 may be r egarded as an inad

1

In 4126 there i$ an example of the omission of

) from t he llT .

I n t his verse , as it stands in the Mt, the ooncluding olause does not
have "and" ( I ) to

C

OIlllect i t with the rest of the sentsn oe .

The LXX

does have "and" here, moreover, it is II'LIpported by several of t he HebrUll'
?

manusoripts and a lso b y the Vulga t e aad Syr i ae texts. ~

It Ls n ot: hard

to under stand that it would be easy for a 80ribe to overlook a letter
so simply made a s

)

; this would be even more true of t he Hebrew

-~---- ----------.----

1. of . Kennedy, op_ c it., p. 133.
2 . Rudolph, Ope cit . , p. 9.
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l etter

>

•

An exs:mp le of the omiaaion of
Which the present MT hAa the forn.

,,' may be found in 32,53, in
'7../;

I ,

tltea~h ".

Thi s form may be

e itber infinitive or per f ect indicatiTe of the t hird per son, but an
imperfe ct v erb of the f irst person i s r equired by t he context.

The

i n.t'inltlve form might be A.ccepte.ble i f a pronoun of the fi rst pe rson
wero with it, but t here is nona .

i'he LXX indioate s that the

been omitted by error and that the fol"l'll should be
"though I teach".

'l' has

7 -l>f~"] teaoh " or

The LY.:Y.. readiilg greatly simp lifie s the Hebrew text

and renders a more appropriate meaning .

In addition , the LXX' is upheld

by the Syriao and Vul gate texts and also by Rudolph .

1

In the f ollOWing table furt her examples of omissions from the
M"T are given .

These are regarded as omissions from the MT rather than

additions to t he LXX be cause the evidenoe, whion may be either interna l
or external , so ind icates.

The Wlcertain cases, which may be regarded

either as add itions to one text or omissions from the other will be l eft
to the next chapter.

In this table it will be

letters, espeoially

)

the other letters.

7

are

>

that the Towel

, 'lre mor e freque ntly omitted t han

Thi s is due, partly to the fact th!lt SOllIe of the

vowel l etters may not
) s.nd

and

noti~ed

haVG

been written, and partly to the fact that

simply fanned letters which may easily b e overloo1ced.

Is Rud olph, Ope cit., p . 65 .
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Examples of single consonants omitted fr om t he !AT
5s7;

32:12;

) 28: 13;

33:2 ;

38:27 ;

41.10;

44: 10 ;

48, 34

42: 10

51: 59

/.> 27 :3;

2- 42 : 16

The oa ses of omission of l etters from t h e LXX ar e v ery simi l a r
to those from the MT.

In 6: 23 the MT reads "every oue set in a.ray , as

a man t o the battle, "

"aa s. man" bem,; a translation of W) ~.J.

In

stead of this t ile LR repl"esente the word W ,"\.'- J , "aa f i re " . which
18 inappropr i ate i n this passage .

In addition, the LXX is not supported

by any other reading; for t hat reason there is l ittle doubt that t he
le tter )

was omitted by error. l
, "s.nd" , from the LXX

There is an example of t he omission of
in 15:12.

This makes t he f ollowing word in the t ext a modifi er, "of

brass ': instead of nand brass '~ as in t he !.IT.

The wor d "and n is required

here, for "brass " is oorre ativa with -iron" in the same sentences " oan
one break i ron , even iron f rom the north and bra ss'?".
Other

ex~~ples

o£ the omi3sion of oonsonants fram the LXX are given

i n the tab le below.

Again t he frequency of t he omission of vowel let

lers, espeoially

and

)

• should be notioed •

._--------------

.~-

1'.

1. cf. Rudolph, Ope oit. , p .
Sweete, H. B. , An Introduot ion to the Old Testament in
Greek, p. 321.
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Examples of single consonants omit ted from t he LXX
) 30.8;
' 3 '2}
~

49:14,30 ,33:
22 ' 21 }

26,23,

50:16,33,42
27. 151

51 :25

25,4

i7 49: 7

--0

14'~

1

l():5

Of the many words and paeaages in the lIT whioh are omitted from
the LXX, sCIlle appear to be scribal omiuione.

However. i t is not ad

vi sable to say definitely that they were omitted by error, for there
is always the possibility that they are the r e sult of the expansion of
the MT during the prooes s of redaotion.

The most that oan be said of

t he following examples is that it is poasib le or probab le t hat they were
omitted by error .

The examples will be di scus sed under the two heads

given ab ove) t hose omiss ions -.mich are due to s imilarity of beginning,
and thos e omissi ons which are due to similarity of ending.
By s imilarity of beginning is meant that the b eginning of the
omitted 'ha rd or passage is similar to that part of the text 'II'hioh im
mediately fo llows the omitted word or passage.

The eye of the copyist

akipped over the portion of the text between the two s imilar points.
For examp le, in 32:28 t here is in the UT a passage a8 follow8'

'1 S';\\ ,

7)):J..]

1':;') ll' 1 Ci))'-7 l ' ..2;' into the hand of the Chaldeans

and into t he hand of Nebuohadreuar . n

The LXX omits "into the hand of

the Chaldeans and '~ po ssibly beoause the eye of the copyist passed from

c·.,
V~

the first to the second

7 } J. • Here t here is no textual suppor t for

the LX..X so the lIT is preswnably oorre ct.

In 37 116 the MT has
fetters".

/JI 11,7'

J7 ':;' '1)6.\1 ,7 J7'.l ~in t he house of

This mAy have been because a scribe skipped from the fi rst

,,)I) :Z , fo r t here seems to be no other explanation of

to the se cond
tha OIDuion.

J.n important error of omis sion in the LXX 1s t hat of' 61:44b-19a where
it seems likely that the eye of a soribe passed fram. "Babylon shall tall "
in .... 44 to "Babylon shall f all " in v. 49.

Most of' the modern author i

ties agree that this omis sion was acoidental on the ISrt of a copyi st.

1

other examples s imilar to those given above, of omi s s ions from the
LXX be cause of similarity of beginning mAy be found in 32 '14;

44:1 , 10, 14;

45:4;

37 .16;

49:13; and 50 :36.

The omi ssions due to s imilarity of ending are those in which the
soribe's eye passed from the lut part of

'~he

passage whioh he oorreotly

oopied to t he last part of the passage which he omitted , leaving out t he
text in between and one of the two similar portions.
In 27 : 5 the 1..'1' reads " I have made t he earth I t he man and the beast
that are upon the earth" but the LXX omits a ll after "1 have made the
earth".

A oopyist evidently passed fr om t he first to the second "the

earthH.

The omission of the passage disturbs the meaning of the ssn

tenoe; therefore the LXX omission is likely an error .
1. Rudolph, Op e
Corni ll and
streane. Op e
2 . cf. Rudo l ph ,

2

oit., p . 104
itzig i n Peake, OP e cit ., II p. 276
cit., p . 308
Ope cit., p. 62, Peake, Op e oit., II p. 45
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There are three word s repeated in 36: 28, 29. which seemingly oaused
... . oribe t o err in omitting " ooncerning Jehoialc1m. the king of J udah"
at t he opening of v. 29.

His eye passed f rom the worda in v.28 to the

..me words in the next Terse causing him to make t he ~s8ion.

The

omit ted wor ds are necessary in this Terse to make olear to whom t he
1
Lord askl Jeremiah to speak conoerning the burning of the roll .
One of the two po ssible example s of the omiss i on of l onger paa
sages
22a.

from t he LXX because of similarit y of ending is f ound in 27:20b
This example is diffioult to explain with an English translation,

for t he word order in the Rebrew is very dif ferent .

In v.20 t he Lord

is speaking of the r emaining s e,ored vessels in the city whioh were not
t aken away when Jeooniah and the nobles wer e taken fr om "Jerusalem to
Babylon."

Atter t hese words the LXX omits as far as t he end of v. 21

and the beginning of v .22 where the !.IT has "and at Jerusalem: (They

ahall be oarr i ed ) to Babylon" .

In the .Hebrew t ext " Jerusalem" and

"t o Babylon" are adjaoent in both v . 20 and v. 2l- 22t therefore, it seems
that the copyist skipped fram

ii!:Z:Z

tJ If!)} i

at the olose of v .2l and the beginning of v .22.

J

in v. 20 to')!.J.-/. :

tJ f lj) I, '

It shoul d be remembered

i n this connection t hat punotuation , such as the period\ : ) ,

_8

not used

in the anc i ent Hebrow manusoripts.
There is some doubt whether t he passage 39 ' 4-13 is absent from
the LXX b ecause c f an error of omi.sion , although Rudolph suggests that

1. cf. Rudolph, op . cit. , p. 73
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1

The possibility

it ie .

, ::;.:;. 71.-j

ill

that a copyist '

II

eye j umped from the words

"king of Babylon" at the olose of v.S to the saIM words

at the olose of v. 13.

Driver, however , doubt. that these verses were

in the text used by the LXX translat or , for he regards them a ll a late

edd1tion.

2

The question oannot be di scussed he re ; it i6 suffi cient to

poi.n t out that there is a possibility of an err or of omission h ecl1use
of similarity of e nding.
'urther e xamples of words ..hich may have been omitted from the LXX
by error due to simila.r ity of e ndine; may b e found in 27:6 ;

44.2 9;

46:25 ;

and 48,8
There are only three i nstances of the omission of worda from the

MT because of scribal errors.

At the close of 9:16 the word

it "· whi ch ie omitted from the MT, is preserved in the LXX.

may be explained by the similarity of
next verse ,
overlooked.

,?.;;z -' "with
The omission

;7.:;. with the f irst word of the

,7.), f or one of two similar and adj aoent wor ds is easily

The LY.X word add sto the c lar ity of the verse , a nd it is

al so preferred by Rudolph.

S

The LYJC also preserve s

11

word omitted f rOm the MT in 32:12 , in

whioh t he prophet speaks of "Hanmnel. mine uncle' s aon·. The word ).:z.
4
"son" must be supplied in r eading the ),IT .
Although t here 1& no evident
lIilnilar1ty to explain the omiasi on, ther e onn be little doubt about i t,

1. Budolph, op. cit., p. 77.

2. Driver, op . cit. , p . 239.
3. Rudolph , op. cit . , p . 20.
4. of. 32: 7, 8 , and 9.
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tor , in addition t o the requirslIlettts of t he oonteltt, t he LXX reading
is supported by 11 of the Hebrew
1

manusor lpt~

and a l so by the Syriao

text.
The present Hebrew text of 48 :35 i s di f f i oult and obecure in mean
ing, for the

)G'

1>:1..2

,'71 ~ Cloes

not give a satisfactory sense.

The

LXX , however , indicates that there i s an omission of ,7! Y whioh should.
be present twioe.

The phrase should be, then , ,7~ ':;'/I - H> ,?}W ~nhtJa

that goeth up t o tile altar" which i s more satisfactcry i n meaning .

2

In this chapter the soribal err ors of omission have been discussed ,
inoluding omi ssi ons of sing le oonsonants, words, and longer passages .
It was pointed out that these omissions are usually due to similarity
of letters or words , oausing the scribe' " eye to wander and omit let
tero and words as h e oopied t he text.

However, in some oaaes there

seema to be no similarity to explain t he omiss ions.

The omissions from

the LXX were f ound to be mor e numerous t han those f rom the MT , and t heee
were classified according to whether t he omis sions were due t o similarity
of beginning or of ending of the words or passage s in question.

1. Rudol ph, op. oit. , p. 63.
of. Driver, op. oit ., p. 196
2. Rudolph, op. oit . , p. 92 .
Dr iver , op. cit., p. 288 .

CHAPTER VII

ERRORS OF ADDITION
T~ee

t ypes of scribal errors have already been disoussed : first ,

the errors of oonf'usion; second , the errors of tre:nsposition J and third ,
the errors of omission .

In this chapter there will be the discussion of

the 1'ourth type of .cribal errors , those due to the addition of one or
more letters to either text .

The treatment of the subjeot will be sill:1lar

to that used in the preoeding chapter on the errors 01' omission.

First ,

the errore of single c onsonants vrtll be discussed, second , the errors of
more than one oonsonant will be discussed; and third , errors whioh are
uncertain and whioh may be regarded either as errors of omission or ad
dition will be mentioned .

As in the previ ous chapter , the examples will

be grouped according to whether the errors arose 1n the MT or the LXX.
It should be self- &Vident thttt i1' a n error is regarded as an addition
to the J.!T , then tha LXX is t o be preferred in that instanoe, and vice

veraa .
There are many axamples 01' the addition of single consonants to the
:t.lT whioh seem to be due to scribal errors .

as

W'IlS

However , many suoh var iations.

pointed out in the preceding chepter , may have been in part due

t o the fact that the LXX was made from a Hebrew text which was different
!'rom and mere brief than the MX .

Therefore , these exampl es may be said

to be probably scribal errors . 1'or there is always t he possibility that

(66)
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same

ot the variations are due to t he prooe8s

or

redaction.

In 1.14 one word in the liT is not appropriate, and the Hebrew can
hardly be translated llter&.l1y.

The word

17 '"

'.,If.

"shall b e opened", 1s

not f'itting i n this sentence. "Out of' the North evil shall be opened
upon sll the inhabitants of the ls.nd . "

Instead of " shall be opened"

eometra.nelatore render it as "Shall break forth".

The LXX, howtlvtlr.

indioates that a letter has mistakenly been inserted and that the ward
should be 17 5J7 ,"shall be blovm" , from the root n!7.l , which may be
used in the sense of "blowing up (i.e., kindling) a f'ire".

1

This change

makes the sentence more forceful and agrees with the same word inv.13.
Most of' the commentators agree that the letter J7 i8 an insertion and
should be omitted.

2

Thore is an exrunple in 2:34 of tne mistaken addition of a letter
simi l ar to an adjaoent letter.

Instead of the!.1T

&kirts", the LXX indioates the readine;

7' ::J:)J. ,

7' ~ ) )::z ,
"m thy

"in thy

hands" .

The

sentenoe in the MT does not make good sense, for the ref'erenoe to "skirts"
is obsoure.

The LXX "in thy hands" makes the sentence clearer.

The error

is best explained a8 the erroneou8 insertion, by a scribe, of' the letter
] whioh is similar to the preoeding J

• This si.'1lilarity is apparent

in the present Hebrew alphabet , but it may be more eaSily notioed i f the

J is written ) , a s it is sometimes

1. of. v.13; Ia. 54:16; Eo. 21:31
2. Rudolph, op. oit., p. 2.
Peake, op. oit., I, p. 84.
Driver, OPe cit., p. 3.
stroane, op _ cit •• r. 6.

in old Hebrew manusoripts.

The
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sWlarity is also apparent in certain ancient SEJmitio aa well M
1
modern llebr.... alphabets: :) - ) ,!:J -'j,
The lJO( , whioh is here

;-'J .

supported by the Syriao text and alao by Rudolph and Kenney, is apparently
2

correc·~.

Some of tbe cases of addition seem to be olear cases of dlttography,

whioh ia the mistuen repetition of a letter or word.
has

1]) ~

I f1~

o 'J i f1

In 29:8 the )4T

.I7J7><', "ye are oausing dream", but tne LXX represents

DJ! ,,!

•

nya dream" .

The hiphil of this verb does not ooour

elsewhere in tho sense used in the
cloar meanin;; to -the sentence .

~;

moreover, it does not give a

The LXX indioates that the hiphll fonn

should be kal and that the initial ..o is due to a repetition of the last
lotter of the ~reoedin~ pronoun.

Although the final form ( L7 ) is not

the S8J!le as the usual form (..8 ) in the present me.nner of' writing HebrO'Vl' .
the distinction was not made in ancient nan1Jsoripts .

Here the LXX clears

up an obscure sentence; it is also 5upported by the Syr i ao and Vulgate
:3
texts &8 well 11.8 by sever6.1 oritics.
There sa=-s to be an example of the addition of a vowel letter in
18:19 in which tha LXX has J ~ »

"m:! adversaries" .

,"my pleadi~n for the M'l'

'.:;z.) '7',

As it stfUlds in the MT , the verse does not ~1ve a fit

~

1. Kaut~sch. OPe oit ., 100. cit.
2. Rudolph , OPe oit., p . 5.
Kennedy , op . cit., p. 102.
3 . Rudolph, op . oit. , p. 56.
Peake, OPe cit •• II, p. 58.
Driver , Ope =it., p. 170.
Kennedy , op . cit •• P. 152.
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tiue; mea.niD.g, for it is peculiar that a man should plead with God t o
listen to hi. adversaries:

"Give ilaed to ""' , 0 Lord, and hearken to

the voice of my adversaries",

If the LXX reading, "my pleading". is

used, the thou(;ht 18 clearer and stronger.

In addition. the LXx: is
1
supported by t he Syriac and Vulgate toxts and also by the Targum.

Further eXlllllples of the addit i on of single consonants to the tiT
because of scribal errors are g i ven in the table belQ"rr.

As in the

dis~

cussion on tho omission of oonsonants, it should be noted that the vowel
letters, especially ) 8lld ' . are more frequently souroes of error tluLn
other letters.

It was mentione d in the previous chapter that this is

partl;\' due to the simple form of some of ehe vowel letters and partly
due to the irl"elular writi:lg of some of them.

These examp l es are dmi

lar to those iii sou8sed s bave , snd the t Bchnique of atudying them is
similer.
Exfllllples of' addition of single consonants to the lIT

25,20;

31.3;

44: 14;

46:18;

) 4:19;

28: 6;

40,8 ;

46:15.;

4 7 17;

i7 6:20;

2:', :23 ;

) 4 :4;

45:2;

45 ,22.

48:11;
48:44;

51:29
49:20

49:38

) 40 ' 10
~ 51:55

J/ 52:31

Fewer iIlatances of t he addition of Bingle conSOll!Ults to the LXX

1 . Rudolph . op . cit ., p . 37 .
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are found , but those which arc found are s1lnilar t o the additions t o
the MT .

The disoussion of ono exampl e will be sufficient here .

In 14.8 the LXX appears to be oorrupt , and one error is the ad
dltion of

a

letter t o a word .

The LY..x ,., 1 ,,\' . "one bor n " . does not

fit in with the preceding t ho(.lght of -che verae in whioh God is oalled

upon not to be "a8 a gojoun!er in the l and . " for the LXX "as on", born
In the land H does not agree with t his .
ginal form

17..., ''' ' na

The IJ.T preserves the more ori

wayfar~ man", which agrees better with the

thought of "as a sojourner in the land". i ndicating that the consonant
was mistakenly added by a scribe .
Similar examples of mist aken ad<litions of single consonants are
referred to below.

Again i t i s noticeable that the vowel letters are

more frequent l y erroneously written.
Examples of a ddition of s inSl" coneonants to the L."IX
} 7: 8 ;
J

16 . 12;

28 : 12;

50 :5.34 .

14:3

,L'25 : 4

::z

3113

J7 51: 2
It was poss i ble f or a scri be to insert erroneously similar groups
of consonante and words a s we ll as single consonants .

Usually the added

word 18 similar to an adjaoent word , either in ths swne line or in a
nearby line.
In 8:3 there is an example of a wor d repreated by error ,

presumably
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from the Une above i n the Hebrew ten.

The yerae reads. "and death

shall be oholen rather than 111'e by all the residue Which remain in all
the places whither I have driven them. n

The .econd "which remain" is

evidently redundant , and i f it is omitted in aocordance with tho LXX the
verse is much more smooth.
1
by m.o st commentators.

The

u.x

i& supported "by tha Syriac text and

There is an eX8lllple of the repetition by error of a similar word
in 10: 25 . which in turn is a repetUioD of Pa . 79: 6,7 , if one of the re
peated words is omitted.

The seoond half of the verse reads, "for they

have devoured Jacob, yea , they have devoured hinL and consumed him and
have laid waste his habitat i on. "

The words "yea , they have devoured

him" are a si1l£le word in the Hebrew ten whioh is not found in the LXX

nor is 1t found in Fs. 79: 6 ,7.

It is obviously a repetition of the same

verb ."hioh preoedes it , althout;ll in a slightly different f orm.

There oan

be little doubt that the insertion of the word is an erl"or of dittQgraphy ,

and most authorities agree to this.

2

There may be an example of an error of addition involving several
words i n 39:16 , but it is only a possibi l ity.

1. Rudolph, op. oit ., p. 17.
Peake , op. oi·t., I, p. 168 .
Streane, Ope cit., p. 69.
Driver , op. oit., p. 48.
2. Rudolph , op . cit., p. 21.
Driver , op. cit. , p . 64.
Peake, op. cit., I , p. 177.
Streane, op. oit. , ~ . 75.
Kennedy, op. cit., p. 159 .

The LXX does not have the
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last part of v.15, "and t hey shall be aoc_pUshed bef'ore thee in that
It is suggested by ?eake and Rudolph that these words are a cor
1
rupt repetition of' similar lfOrds in tho opening of v.17.
Hoy/aver, the

day."

words do not seem to be superfluous, and t hey may be rightly found in
the liT.
More

ex~ples

of the addition of words to the MT because of scribal

errors may be found in 6.28;

43.11

48.18; and 00.9, 21.

29'12, 23;

24.9,

37:1;

In most of these oases

-~he

40. 8;

41.1;

repetition is

due to the oopying by error of an adjacent and similar word.
Only two examples of the addition of words to the LXX beoause of
soribal errors are found.

A clear example mlLy be f ound in 20:4.

The

LXX road, "and I will give (thee and) all Judah into the hand of the

king of Babylon, and he shall carry them oaptive to Babylon and shall
slay them with the sword".

The

does not have "thee and ". for it

beginS "and I will give all Judah".
the sentence as

fJ

The LXX represents the beginning of

- J7 /i) ) 7J7 '~) , which 11 terally is "and thee and all",

but the 7J7~) is evidently a dlttograph of the next four oonsoll8llts.

Tbis was possible in the anoient manusoripts , f'or neither the final f'orm

(7 ) of

J

nor the hyphen was used .

There seems to be little doubt

that this is a oase of insertion by error, for the second personal pro
noun does not agree wi'th I;bs use of -bile third personal pronouns in the
same verse , although these third personal pronouns are found both in the

1. Peake, op. cit., II ,

~ . 179.
Rudolph, 0p. oit. , p. 78 .

,"

7"

)('f

and LXX.
In 32.35 the LXX contains a repetition of a proper noun , ''Molocb'',
The two words have the same consonants in the

as a oo:mm.on noun , "king II .

Hebrew language, and without the vowel pointing t hey appear identical .
The reading
Moloch

WIl8

"kin!,'; Mo l och" , as in the LXX, is nat appropriate, for

a

go~

and as such, was not likely t o be addressed as "king ".

There ar e several cases in which it is impossibl e to decide whether
certain letter or word is an error of addition to one text or an error
of omission from the other .

The evidenoe 1e suoh t hat it seems impos

sible to determine which text is pref'erable .
them 1s the eame as that used in this

The technique of studying

ana the preoeding ohApter ; toere

fore . it i8 hardly neoessar y to disouss any of t he examples .

Two of' suoh

cases involving tho omission or addition of words are found in 25:15 and
32:11.

The Cases involving single oonsonants are given below.

Once again

t he frequenoy of errors of the vowel lette r s ill noticeable .
Exampl es of either addition or omilsion
1 ~2.5;

34 : 17,

40 : 8;

' 33 : 4;

50 : 311

~ 1: 28. 58

1 6:26 ;
,7 23i26;

44.1;

4S:4;

5O : 1S

48 : 8
31 : 20

-0 :52:12; 35'5
:7- 31 . 21

J 29.11
In this ohapter the fourth type of loribal error . that of additions.
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has been

dis~ussed .

Examples of additions of single consonants or

words to the two texts have been discussed , and f urther examples have
been listed .

~y

more instances of additions to the UT were found

than additions to the

LXX. As in

the discussion of omissions , it was

noti~eable that the vCTifel lett ers , espec ially ) and

quently added than other letters.

> •

were more fre 

The additions were usually found to

be repetitions of similar and adjacent letters or wor da .

In

con~lu8ion .

it might be well to mention once mora that soribal error a in general ,
inoluding errors of addition , are the result of two elements in the
oopying

pro~e6a,

personal fallibil i ty on the part at the copyist and

deterioration of t he manusoripts , producing an indistinot or illegible
tert .

CONCLUSI ON

In concluding t his thesis , it is neoessary to note several things.
first , the objeot of the t hesis , seoond , the method of procedure , third .
the 8Ul11D!B.ry of the study. a.nd fourth . the value of such a study.
The specifio object of' the thesis is given in the title : "A
Critioal studv of Scribal Errors in the Book of Jer9lltiah in t he Light
of' t he Septua.gint" .

In the i ntroduction the general puIlP089 was said

to be "to present a method of criticiam and t o study the IIt!lnnsr in which
i t may be applied t o correot scribal err ors in any s1:milar situation" . l
The objeot of the thesi s , therefore , ha s been to study soribal errors
in the Book of Jeremiah by a. comparison of the two important texts , the
NIT and the LXX.

These error s were studi ed t o show haw they aroae , how

they may be detected , and how they may be corrected.

The statement made

in the introduction Mould be emphasized aga.in , namely , that the objeot

throughout bas not b een to produce a. corrected text of the Book of
J er9llti1Lh . but rather to study and explai n a method of' criticism lIhich
may be used t o study Boribal errors in any text

in~bich

the conditions

are s1Jn11ar . Z
'r he method of prooedure used was to begin with a discussion of the

1. P. 6.
2. Ibid .
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general lII&terill.l on the Book of Jeremiah and the two ",,-port4IIt texts
of that book , the lIT and the LXX.

In this was inc luded the process of

translation ot the LXX and also those variations which were due to that
process.

This general discussion was important because it was essential

to a proper underatanding of tha critioal study of the scribal arrors
-whioh followod.
texts,

althou~h

l'hese errol'S ware deteoted by a oomparison of tha two
the apparatus oritious of Rudolph's adition ot the

Hebrew text was of great aS$istance in identifying the var i atione.

l

His readings, how'ever , were verified by comparison with the aotual
Hebrew and Greek texts.
In studying these errors two types of evidence were used; first ,
there was the internal evidence whioh largely depends upon the appropriat
ness of tho givon word or passage in the oontext; second , there was the
external evidence.

The external evidence included variant r eadings from

other Hebrew manuscripts and variant readings from other texts. such aa
~he

Syriac or the Vulgate.

Both types of variant

derived from Rudolph's apparatus criticu&.

~'he

read~s

were largely

external evidenoe aloo

inoluded the various vievffi of leading commentators on the Book of Jeremiah.
The content of the thesis may be summarized in the followine; manner.
The introduotion was devoted to a general disoussion of the Book of
Jeremiah, including its author or authors. date, content, r edaotion and
transmissi on.
noted.

The importance of the LXX of the Book of Jeremiah was

The subjeot of the investigation wes defined , and the general

1. Rudolph, Ope cit.
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II\8thod of procedure was outlined.
In Chapter I there was a general discussion of the process of
translation of

the~.

The purpose , date, and time of the translation

were disoussed, inol uding the relation of the LXX of Jeremiah to the
rest of that translation.
the LXX was disoussed.

Then the oomparative validity of the liT and

The difficulties of the LXX translator were

mentioned, 1'lhich, together with the inadequate knowledge of the trans
lator, explained many of the unintentional variations between the
and the l.l'l'.

LXX

Mention Vias also mede of intentional variations oaused by

the translator .

In oonoluding the chapter it1l9.8 stated that no general

statement could be

~ade

conoerning the oomparative validity of the YT and

the LXX, for the various differenc es must be treate d i ndividually .
A disoussion of tho variations due to the prooess of translation
oomprised eMpter II.

The variations were c I a asified according to whether

they were due to wrong division of oonsonants into "WOrds.. derivation from
wrong roots , mistaken

voc ali~ation ,

or unfamiliarity of the LXX trans

lator with liebre.- vocabulary and idiom .
The errore -made in the

ut

after it was translated were treated in

Chapter III, and they were olassified aooording to the type of error,
including transposition , addition , and omission of con.onants .
The last four

cl~pter8

were disoussions of the four main types of

scribal errors which arose in the 1lT, that is, errors due to confusion,
to tran'position, to cnnission or to addition of oonsonants.
in each chapter was similar .

The procedure

The !IIrrors of Bingle oonsonants were dis

cuss ed first, foll owed by the discussion of errors of more than one
consonant and errors of several words.

In each chapter it

covered that the vo....el letters. es pecially
the sources of errors than other letterc.
it

we,B

Jand

ViaS

di s

) • were more frequently

In each chslJ'ter, so far as

possible, the ex",oples were classified "ccording to whether the

MT or the LX.;< was to be preferred.

Many exmoples were found which could

not be alassi'f ied according to preference of text and "Here c l assed a s
uncertain, usu!llly because of the lack of sufficient evidence.

I n each

chapter it was also pointed out that there were two causes for these
errors, the fallib ility of the copyists and the deterioration of the
manuscripts.
The value of such a study as was made in this thesis is that i t
reveals, especially to whoevej· makes the study, the manner in which
err ors in a given text may b e tr eated critioally.

This is especially

true in regard to other books of the Bible, for the method outlined
her e is particularly adapted to a study of Biblical texts.

If any

student should reed and study the method used in this thes i s, he would
be pre pared 'L a lIlB.ke a simil•.r study of scribal errors in any other book
of the Bible.

110 study such es this has been made of the Book of J e remiah

in EngliSh, at least not to the author's knOWledge.

F·or that r eason,

it is possible to say that this thesis has "",de some contribution to the
g eneral field of Semitics and to the particular field of the treatment
of scribal errors in Biblical texts.

Ssvere.l definite contributions

which this t h esis ~"y have 1nede are as follows:

an explanat i on, not so

far published in English, of the incorrect LXX reading of "IThy did
Apia flee" in 46: 15;

1

LXX va riation in 4 8 : 35;

"correction of Str e ane ' s expJ.8.Jle.tion of the
2

a corr ection of Kent's r e ading of "the place
~

where many men e.re burned" in 2:231- and a correction o£ Ru dol ph ' s
exp lanat ion of '''-)If''' 0:; in 6: 7.

1. P . 20, 21.
2. P . 21.
3 . P. 33.

4. P. 36.
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